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From: Yoel Y. Haile
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides
Cc: Lizzie Buchen
Subject: ACLU Nor Cal Letter on Police Commission Nominations
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Attachments: SF BOS letter on Police Commission Nominations (1).pdf
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Dear Supervisors,

I hope this message find you all well during these stressful times. I'm attaching here a letter
from the ACLU of Northern California about Mayor Breed's nominees to the Police
Commission as you prepare to vote on them. 

Best,
Yoel
 
“Nobody in the world, nobody in history, has ever gotten their freedom by appealing to the moral sense of the people
who were oppressing them.”---Assata Shakur 
 
Yoel Y. Haile, MPP
Criminal Justice Project Manager
ACLU of Northern California
39 Drumm St | San Francisco, CA 94111
Office: 415-621-2493 x350 | Cell:  408-821-4795 |  yhaile@aclunc.org
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May 29, 2020 
  
Via Email  
  
San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
bos-supervisors@sfgov.org 
bos-legislative_aides@sfgov.org  
  
RE: Nominations to the San Francisco Police Commission 
  
Dear Supervisors, 
 
We write to express our serious concerns with Mayor Breed’s nomination of Deputy District 
Attorney Nancy Tung and former Deputy City Attorney Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the San 
Francisco Police Commission. As you know, the Police Commission is tasked with: 

1. Setting policy for the police department; 
2. Conducting disciplinary hearings on charges of police misconduct; 
3. Imposing discipline for misconduct; and 
4. Hearing police officers’ appeals from discipline imposed by the Chief of Police. 

 
Given the numerous incidents of serious misconduct by San Francisco police officers in recent 
years, from the killings of community members to the exchange of racist, sexist, and 
homophobic text messages, members and nominees to the Police Commission should have a 
strong record of holding police officers accountable and supporting policies that protect the 
public.  
 
However, as recently as last year, Deputy District Attorney Nancy Tung has opposed police 
accountability. During her campaign for San Francisco District Attorney in November 2019, in 
response to a questionnaire from the ACLU of Northern California, San Francisco Rising, and 
the Immigrant Legal Resource Center, she expressly opposed AB 392 (The California Act to 
Save Lives). Championed by families whose loved ones were killed by the police, AB 392 
established that police can use deadly force “only when necessary” to defend against threat of 
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death or serious bodily injury, replacing the vague and dangerous standard that authorized 
officers to use deadly force whenever “reasonable”. 
 
With AB 392, California went from having one of the deadliest use of force laws in the country 
to having one of the most protective. Recognizing the significance and critical need of this bill, 
the San Francisco Board of Supervisors unanimously voted to support AB 392 on May 7, 2019. 
The bill was also supported by San Francisco’s District Attorney at the time, George Gascon. AB 
392 was signed into law by Gov. Newsom on August, 19, 2019. 
 
Given that AB 392 is a critical tool for police accountability and the Police Commission’s role in 
holding officers accountable, Tung’s opposition to the law raises serious concerns over her 
willingness to hold police officers accountable.  
 
Furthemore, Tung was supported by the San Francisco Police Officers Associationearly in her 
campaign for District Attorney, raising concerns about her ability to provide independent and 
objective oversight to the department and to these officers. She also opposed the closure of San 
Francisco’s juvenile hall, contrary to this Board’s nearly unanimous support, and supported 
arming police officers with Tasers, which are known to increase use of force incidents by the 
police.  
 
Gordon-Creed has a scant public record on holding police officers accountable, or even 
commenting on police accountability laws such as AB 392. It is unclear what relevant experience 
he brings to the area of police accountability since the early 1990s,  when he briefly served as 
Deputy City Attorney and represented various city agencies, including the Police Department.  
 
At a time when police killings of Black and brown people continue making headlines with the 
recent killings of Steven Taylor, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd, the necessity of police 
accountability, particularly for deadly use of force, is as important as it has ever been. The 
institutions that must hold police officers accountable for misconduct and abuse of power, such 
as the San Francisco Police Commission, must be composed of individuals who have strong 
records of doing so.  
 
We have deep reservations about Tung’s and Gordon-Creed’s nominations to the Police 
Commission because of the above mentioned history and record, or lack thereof.  We urge you to 

https://sfgov.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3880457&GUID=AEB1E94C-A349-4A20-898A-9798C8B82BFA


 
vet all nominees to the commission to ensure they are the best suited to hold the San Francisco 
Police Department accountable.  
 
Yoel Y. Haile 
Criminal Justice Program Manager 
ACLU of Northern California 
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From: Berniecrats SF
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Cc: BOS-Legislative Aides
Subject: Berniecrats Letter of Opposition to the Appointment of Nancy Tung
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2020 10:24:49 AM
Attachments: Letter in Opposition of Nancy Tung.pdf

 

Dear members of the Board of Supervisors,

Please see attached letter in opposition to the appointment of Nancy Tung to the San Francisco
Police Commission.

If you have any questions or comments please don’t hesitate to reach out.

Best,

Brandon Harami
CoChair
San Francisco Berniecrats

mailto:sfberniecrats@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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Members of the Board of Supervisors, 
 
We are writing this letter to express our opposition to the appointment of Nancy Tung to the San 
Francisco Police Commission. 
 
In the midst of a nationwide protest to demand the end of police brutality, San Francisco must 
ensure our police commission represents the need for real reforms to our criminal justice 
system. Holding our police officers accountable to the needs of San Franciscans as well as 
dismantling our systems of racial injustice require a police commission that understands and is 
committed to that work. Nancy Tung has proven she is unwilling to do that work and is even 
capable of making things worse. 
 
Not only did Tung run on a pro carceral platform in her bid for District Attorney but she has also 
been a supporter of numerous policies that would likely escalate police violence. Tung was an 
avid supporter of 2018’s Proposition H, which removed police oversight over taser use. She was 
also opposed to the closure of juvenile hall, wanted to maintain our inhumane cash bail system, 
opposed prosecuting the police in many incidents of police violence, and had early support from 
the Police Officers Association, a right-wing group that encourages the racist “blue lives matter” 
movement. 
 
Last year San Francisco voters made it clear that the carceral state and decades of racist police 
activity must end when they elected Chesa Boudin as our new district attorney. It is the will of 
the citizens of this city that we dismantle systemic racism in our government and Nancy Tung’s 
appointment will directly contradict that work. 
 
We urge you to reject Nancy Tung’s appointment to the San Francisco Police Commission. 
 
Thank you, 
San Francisco Berniecrats 
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From: Paul Collins
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Current Police Commission Nominees - NO
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:10:32 PM

 

Dear SF Supervisors - 
I am Paul Collins, a resident of SF since 1994, currently in District 7, and a local
educational non-profit professional. I have appreciated the shared humanity and
dedication driving the more progressive, caring aspects of your work. Like many of
my local friends, colleagues and family, I remain disgusted by the current - and
historical - racist practices of the SFPD. I am reaching out to express my strong
opposition to the appointments of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the San
Francisco Police Commission.
As you are aware, during their hearing on Monday June 1st both nominees failed to
address how they would handle cases of police violence against black and brown
communities. Nancy Tung has supported policies to further militarize the police force,
and we know she was against charging the officers who brutally murdered Mario
Woods. She has expressed an unwillingness to fire or prosecute officers who have
murdered innocent black and brown people. Gordon-Creed showed a huge gap in
experience and knowledge when it comes to the important reform measures and
steps needed to end racially charged violence in our police force, and has no record
of engaging in criminal issues or of representing communities impacted by police
brutality. 
These nominees are not advocates of police reform and racial justice, and are not the
people we need in power. Now more than ever we should demand the oversight
commission for the San Francisco Police Department is absolutely committed to
ending police violence and reforming our use of force policies. These two nominees
are not committed to either and therefore should be rejected. As representatives of
the people throughout our city, and with the deep-seated, serious concerns of our
black and brown communities possibly more visible than  they have ever been, your
choice would seem clear. 
I am more than disappointed in our current Mayor and have written her, too. How
could any human being who ran on the platform she ran on support so much hate? If
you all care about dismantling the dehumanizing of people of color and the violence
against them within the SFPD, I strongly encourage you to vote NO to these
nominations, and to continue to seek true reform. We all have to do better.    
Thank you for efforts, and for you or your staff taking the time to read this email.  
Sincerely,
Paul Collins

-- 

mailto:metapaul@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


Paul Collins
metapaul@gmail.com
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From: pv
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote NO on current police commissioner nominees
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:22:52 PM

 

 Vote NO on Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. In these challenging times, More than
ever, we Need forward looking police reform and solutions to Obvious racial injustice. All lives
matter!

mailto:pdeets@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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From: Daniel Raskin
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: SF Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 2:09:46 PM

 

Dear Supervisors:

Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because
they are not advocates of police reform, and please tell the Mayor to withdraw the nominees and
find nominees who are real advocates.  This is the time.

Thank you,

Daniel Raskin

San Francisco
 

mailto:unoturner@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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From: Leila S.
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission Nominees
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 2:35:09 PM

 

Hello,

My name is Leila Shokat, and I am writing to ask you to vote NO on Police Commission 
nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. Right now, our community needs 
police reform. Neither of these candidates have experience in, or are advocates of, this sort 
of reform. Moreover, their opinions, or lack thereof, on past instances of murder by police 
officers is beyond concerning. As Police Commission members, these candidates would be 
responsible for holding the police accountable in these instances, and they have each on 
separate occasions shown that they do not have an interest in doing so. 

The specific instances I am referring to are the cases of Mario Woods and Jessica 
Williams, when Nancy Tung stated that she didn’t believe officers should be charged or 
fired, and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed claimed to have no opinion on the issue. A candidate 
who has “no opinion” on the issue of police brutality and murder of our residents has 
absolutely no place on the police commission: not now, not ever. This is unacceptable. I 
urge you to vote “NO” on these two candidates.

All the best,
Leila Shokat
Outer Richmond District, San Francisco

mailto:sfleila@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
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From: Jill Storey
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Tung & Gordon-Creed
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 2:52:48 PM

 

Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, because they
are not advocates of police reform
-- 
Jill Storey
415-595-0229
jillstorey@gmail.com

mailto:jillstorey@gmail.com
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
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From: Mitra Shokat
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission votes
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 3:15:34 PM

 

Hello,

My name is Mitra, and I am writing to ask you to vote NO on Police Commission nominees 
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. Right now, our community needs police reform. 
Neither of these candidates have experience in, or are advocates of, this sort of reform. 
Moreover, their opinions, or lack thereof, on past instances of murder by police officers is 
beyond concerning. As Police Commission members, these candidates would be 
responsible for holding the police accountable in these instances, and they have each on 
separate occasions shown that they do not have an interest in doing so. 

The specific instances I am referring to are the cases of Mario Woods and Jessica 
Williams, when Nancy Tung stated that she didn’t believe officers should be charged or 
fired, and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed claimed to have no opinion on the issue. A candidate 
who has “no opinion” on the issue of police brutality and murder of our residents has 
absolutely no place on the police commission: not now, not ever. This is unacceptable. I 
urge you to vote “NO” on these two candidates.

All the best,
Mitra Shokat
Outer Richmond District, San Francisco

mailto:mshokat59@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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From: Krista Farey
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: No on Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 4:21:18 PM

 

Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
because they are not advocates of police reform.
Thanks you,
Krista Farey, MD, 626 Pacheco St. 

mailto:kristafarey@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
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From: Joe Engelman
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 4:55:30 PM

 

Please vote no on Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-creed. Have the Mayor
nominate people who are strong supporters of true police reform and perhaps, better
yet, advocates for the defunding of the police and dividing up many of their duties
among other, peaceful departments.
sincerely,
Joseph Engelman
District 9

mailto:dr.joe48@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: KATHY SETIAN
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: NO on Tung and Gordon-Creed
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 4:59:55 PM

 

Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
because they are not advocates of police reform.

Kathy Setian
1783 Sanchez St.
SF, CA 94131

mailto:ksetian@sbcglobal.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Eric Weaver
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote No on Police Commission nominees
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:30:20 PM

 

Dear Supervisors,

I am writing you to ask you to vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of police reform.

Thank you,

Eric Weaver 
155 Winfield Street

mailto:ericthefez@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Jennifer Badger
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: SF Police commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:32:27 PM

 
Dear Supervisors,

I urge you to vote NO on Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to serve on the
SF Police Commission since neither one supports police reform.
It is crucial that members of the Commission are informed and are strong
advocates for the changes that are desperately needed at this time.

Thank you,
Jenny Sultan

mailto:jbadger@ccsf.edu
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Sophie Nadler
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Opposition to Recent Nominees to the SF Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:32:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello Board of Supervisors,

My name is Sophie Nadler. I was born and raised in the East Bay and am
now a resident of San Francisco and I am disgusted by the current
practices of the SFPD. I urge you strongly to VOTE NO on Police
Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. These
nominees are NOT advocates of police reform and racial justice. Nancy
Tung has supported policies to further militarize the police force and
she was against charging the officers who brutally murdered Mario
Woods. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed has no record of engaging in criminal
issues or of representing communities impacted by police brutality.
These are not the people we need in power. If you care about
dismantling white supremacy and violence within SFPD you will vote NO
to these nominations.

Thank you for taking the time to read this email,
Sophie Nadler

mailto:so.nadler@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Vishwanath Lingappa, MD PhD
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police commission nominees
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:01:53 PM

 

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,
 
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the current nominees to the Police Commission, Nancy Tung
and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. We need nominees with a true appreciation for the need for police
reform and whose past actions indicate they will take that need seriously, which is not the case for
the current nominees.
 
Thank you,
 
Vishwanath R. Lingappa
626 Pacheco St
San Francisco, CA 94116

mailto:vlingappa@prosetta.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Sister Patricia
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:09:35 PM

 

Dear members of the Board

I am urging you to vote no  on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of police reform. 

At this time in San Francisco we have a real chance to begin systemic change. There’s no
doubt in my mind that you desire this also.

Respectfully, Sister Patricia Bruno, O.P.

Saint Dominic‘s Convent 
2517 Pine St., San Francisco 94115
-- 
Sister Patricia Bruno, O.P.
Dominican Sisters of San Rafael
2517 Pine Street, San Francisco, CA 94115
510-295-8262

mailto:brunoop2017@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Jeff
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote no Tuesday!
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:15:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

We can do way better than these police commissioner nominees. Give me a break!

Sent by iPhone

mailto:jdfeinman@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Susan Rutberg
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Reject police commission nominees Tung and Gordon-Creed
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:37:02 PM

 

Dear Board of Supervisors:
I am a retired law professor and former Director of the Innocence Project at Golden Gate Law
School. I write to urge you to vote NO on police commission nominees Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. Following the brutal murder of unarmed George Floyd in
Minneapolis last week, the nation erupted in horror. Now is a time of heightened awareness of
the dangers of police brutality in the Black communities of American cities. San Francisco is
no exception: the avoidable SF Police killings of Mario Woods, Alex Nieto, and Jessica
Williams in 2016, were the result of shoot first, shoot to kill, policing. Neither Tung, (a deputy
DA, supported by the POA in her recent unsuccessful bid to become the SF DA), nor Gordon-
Creed, a lawyer with no experience or apparent knowledge of police reform issues, are
suitable to sit on such an important Commission. 
We need commissioners with understanding of the lives of communities of color in San
Francisco, and who are committed to police accountability. Please reject Mayor Breed’s
candidates and urge her to nominate qualified nominees with relevant experience.
Thank you for listening.

Sincerely,
Susan Rutberg
Retired Prof. of Law, Golden Gate University (1991-2014)

Sent from my iPhone
Susan Rutberg
415.205.6429

mailto:smrutberg@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Eva Gruszynski
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: VOTE NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:51:24 PM

 

Hello Board of Supervisors,

My name is Eva. I was born and raised in San Francisco and I am disgusted by the current practices of
the SFPD. I urge you strongly to VOTE NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed. These nominees are NOT advocates of police reform and racial justice. Nancy Tung has
supported policies to further militarize the police force and she was against charging the officers who
brutally murdered Mario Woods. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed has no record of engaging in criminal issues
or of representing communities impacted by police brutality. These are not the people we need in
power. If you care about dismantling white supremacy and violence within SFPD you will vote NO to
these nominations.

Thank you for taking the time to read this email,
Eva Polanco Gruszynski

mailto:evapolancog@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: pamela.concepcion=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Pamela Concepcion
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:57:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

mailto:pamela.concepcion=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org
mailto:pamela.concepcion@ucsf.edu
mailto:bos-supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:bos-legislative_aides@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0df5ee7239e24de093b8dd2f48151c01-Kanishka Bu


Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Pamela Concepcion
pamela.concepcion@ucsf.edu



From: Jean Dowdall
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission nominees
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:58:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I’m writing to urge you to vote NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.  We
need advocates of police reform, and that’s not what they are.

Thank you

Jean Dowdall
239 Brannan Street, Apt 16G
San Francisco, CA 94107

mailto:dowdall.jean@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Leah Rossman
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Find better candidates for Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:15:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I join with many others in the community to ask that you fill the positions on the Police Commission with
experienced and knowledgeable advocates for police reform, who can work to enact policies to enable transparency
and accountability. No to Tung and Gordon-Creed.
Respectfully,
Leah Rossman
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:itsleahrossman@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: peggy cling
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Cc: Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Police Commission Nominees
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:21:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please vote NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are not
advocates of police reform, do not meet qualifications, lack understand of the issues or lack experience. Please tell
the Mayor to withdraw their names and find nominees who are better qualified. This is an opportunity to be on the
right side of reform.

Respectfull,
Peggy Cling

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mpcling@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: isabel streiffer
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Vote No on Police Commission Nominees
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:56:21 PM

 

Hello all, 

I am writing to urge you to vote no on nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. I
grew up in SFUSD, witnessed the amazing youth leaders at the protest yesterday, and heard
Mayor Breed speak at City Hall earlier this week. It is clear that our city needs and wants real
change, and so we need police commission members who reflect that. As Supervisor Ronen
said, "I, like the people screaming in the streets, want to see real radical change". We cannot
settle for less. 

Thank you, 
Isabel 

mailto:isabel.streiffer@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Laurie Miller
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police commissioner
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:36:55 PM

 

 Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of police reform. 
Thank you,
Laurie Miller MD 

-- 
Laurie Miller
lauriemiller57@gmail.com
415-509-6630

mailto:lauriemiller57@gmail.com
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From: klair=uchastings.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Andrew Klair
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:17:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Andrew Klair
klair@uchastings.edu



From: oliviadgrace=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Olivia Grace
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:18:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Olivia Grace
oliviadgrace@gmail.com



From: izullmann=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Izzy Ullmann
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:24:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Izzy  Ullmann
izullmann@gmail.com



From: chrisjanik=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Chris Janik
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:02:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Chris Janik
chrisjanik@gmail.com



From: hibbdh=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of DARNELL HIBBLER
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:16:41 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr DARNELL HIBBLER
hibbdh@gmail.com



From: mitchell.harrison54=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of mitchell harrison
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:16:50 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. mitchell harrison
mitchell.harrison54@gmail.com



From: jpkruta=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jason Kruta
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:27:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jason Kruta
jpkruta@gmail.com



From: catruong19=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of A Truong
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:32:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. A Truong
catruong19@gmail.com



From: rediaz111=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Roberto Diaz
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:39:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Roberto Diaz
rediaz111@gmail.com



From: nwelingkar=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Natasha Welingkar
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:42:41 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Miss Natasha Welingkar
nwelingkar@gmail.com



From: DEANNA.CAGGIANO=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of DEANNA CAGGIANO
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:46:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms DEANNA CAGGIANO
DEANNA.CAGGIANO@GMAIL.COM



From: alexandratoledo33=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alexandra Toledo
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:47:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Alexandra  Toledo
alexandratoledo33@gmail.com



From: emilyyliu96=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emily Liu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:49:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Emily Liu
emilyyliu96@gmail.com



From: rheema.vora=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Rima Vora
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:11:26 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Rima Vora
rheema.vora@gmail.com



From: einfeldt=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Christian Einfeldt
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:13:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Christian Einfeldt
einfeldt@gmail.com



From: maxfish714=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Max Fisher
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:18:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Max Fisher
maxfish714@gmail.com



From: vgri=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Violeta Grigorescu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:29:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Violeta Grigorescu
vgri@hotmail.com



From: poojasingh547=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Pooja Singh
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:40:02 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Pooja Singh
poojasingh547@gmail.com



From: Anna Meehan
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote no on police commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:47:50 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

My name is Anna Meehan, and I’m a resident of San Francisco’s Bernal Heights neighborhood.

I’m asking the San Francisco Board of Supervisors on Tuesday June 9th to vote no on police commission nominees
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of police reform.

Thank you for you time.
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From: rachelnwood=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Rachel Wood
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:21:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Rachel Wood
rachelnwood@gmail.com



From: firasshalawi=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Firass Halawi
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 5:44:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Firass Halawi
firasshalawi@gmail.com



From: mathildalazelle=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mathilda Moore
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 5:59:50 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Mathilda Moore
mathildalazelle@gmail.com



From: zztopout=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Zach Hollander
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 6:27:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Zach Hollander
zztopout@gmail.com



From: amanda.m.cusick=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Amanda Cusick
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:05:28 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Amanda Cusick
amanda.m.cusick@gmail.com



From: veronica.crystal=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Veronica Mejia
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:05:55 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Veronica Mejia
veronica.crystal@gmail.com



From: slacyprice=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Stephanie Lacy-Price
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:13:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Stephanie Lacy-Price
slacyprice@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: carlaminnard@minnardlaw.com
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Police Commission Nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:14:09 AM

 

June 5th, 2020

Good morning Mayor Breed and S.F. BOS:

I write to urge you to withdraw/vote no on the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the Police Commission. Neither individual has the
necessary qualifications.  In fact, Ms. Tung’s background as a career prosecutor and
her public comments — including her “get tough” approach to policing and crime
— make her a highly inappropriate choice to serve on the Commission.  The stated
mission of the Police Commission is "to set policy for the Police Department and to
conduct disciplinary hearings on charges of police misconduct filed by the Chief of
Police or Director of the Office of Citizen Complaints, impose discipline in such
cases as warranted, and hear police officers’ appeals from discipline imposed by the
Chief of Police.”  An individual who has spent her entire life working alongside the
same officers, engaged in the same pursuits, advocating for and defending their
actions can hardly be said to be a fair and impartial Commissioner.  As a female
attorney myself who works most often in heavily male-dominated spaces, I am
always in favor of trying to promote female candidates wherever and whenever
possible, and surely there are other women in our great City who fit the bill.  Nancy
Tung decidedly does not.

As to Mr. Gordon-Creed, he, too, has a prosecutorial background.  After that, he
appears to have spent his career litigating personal injury/business/property matters.
The only criminal justice-related activities he appears to have engaged in in 30
years is making a nominal donation to a group working on gun violence prevention.
Perhaps there is other work that he has done that might qualify him, but the public
is certainly unaware of it and he has not disclosed any such work that might
conceivably qualify him to serve in this role.  Indeed, in the few comments has has
made on relevant issues when asked, he has appeared ill-informed at best.  For these
reasons he, too, is unqualified.

Mayor Breed - please withdraw these nominations.  Now, more than ever, we need
individuals who have proven ability to engage in the hard work of oversight, careful
and close monitoring and objective and fair reviews of law enforcement and their
actions.  Without individuals that the public can have confidence in to “police the
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police” - there will remain an air of distrust, skepticism, and suspicion.  BOS - If
Mayor Breed does not withdraw the nominations, please do the right thing and vote
NO.

Thank you very much for your time and thoughtfulness on this important issue.

Carla Minnard
 

Carla V. Minnard, Esq.
THE MINNARD LAW FIRM
4100 Redwood Road, Suite 20A
Oakland, CA 94619

www.minnardlaw.com

510-479-1475 Telephone
415-358-5588 Facsimile

NOTICE: This E-mail (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521.  The information herein is confidential, privileged &
exempt from disclosure under applicable law.  This E-mail (including attachments) are
intended solely for the use of the addressee hereof.  If you are not the intended recipient of this
message, you are prohibited from reading, disclosing, reproducing, distributing, disseminating,
or otherwise using this transmission.  The originator of this e-mail and its affiliates do not
represent, warrant or guarantee that the integrity of this communication has been maintained
or that this communication is free of errors, viruses or other defects.  Delivery of this message
or any portions herein to any person other than the intended recipient is not intended to waive
any right or privilege.  If you have received this message in error, please promptly notify the
sender by e-mail and immediately delete this message.

Circular 230 Disclosure: Pursuant to recently-enacted U.S. Treasury Department Regulations,
we are now required to advise you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any federal tax
advice contained in this communication, including attachments and enclosures, is not intended
or written to be used, and may not be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-related penalties
under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another.

Interception of e-mail is a crime under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C.
2510-2521 and 2701-2709. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately
notify me by replying to this e-mail or by telephone at (510)479-1475 and destroy the original
transmission and its attachments without reading them or saving them in any way. Thank you.

Consider the environment.  Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.

http://www.minnardlaw.com/


From: sarah.roquemore=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sarah Roquemore
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:30:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sarah Roquemore
sarah.roquemore@gmail.com



From: zarinahagnew=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Zarinah Agnew
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:32:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Dr. Zarinah Agnew
zarinahagnew@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Linda Dallin
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:53:54 AM

 

Dear Board of Supervisors:
I am a retired Spanish bilingual public school educator and a resident of Bernal Heights
neighborhood for 30 years.  
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on police commission nominees Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.  At this moment more than ever, we need commissioners with
experience in and understanding of San Francisco's communities of color as well as
commissioners who are knowledgeable about and committed to police reform issues.  The two
candidates nominated by the mayor do not fit any of these criteria and will not contribute to
increased justice and peace in our city -- at this point in history when it is badly needed.

Please reject these candidates and encourage Mayor Breed to nominate qualified people with
relevant knowledge and experience.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
Linda Dallin
retired SFUSD educator

Sincerely,
Susan Rutberg
Retired Prof. of Law, Golden
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From: gcpelsinger=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Gabriela Pelsinger
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:56:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Gabriela Pelsinger
gcpelsinger@gmail.com



From: rdgoodwin0=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Reed Goodwin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:03:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Dr. Reed Goodwin
rdgoodwin0@gmail.com



From: mcgovernerinc=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Erin McGovern
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:07:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Erin McGovern
mcgovernerinc@gmail.com



From: eefahy=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Erin Fahy
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:16:10 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Erin Fahy
eefahy@gmail.com



From: juliacutts=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Julia Cutts
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:16:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Julia Cutts
juliacutts@gmail.com



From: ryan.seffinger=icloud.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ryan Seffinger
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:25:34 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Ryan Seffinger
ryan.seffinger@icloud.com



From: sophiayamauchi=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sophia Yamauchi
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:28:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sophia Yamauchi
sophiayamauchi@gmail.com



From: markbober=me.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mark Bober
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:29:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Mark Bober
markbober@me.com



From: gaelanmckeown=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of GAELAN SPOR
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:39:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms GAELAN SPOR
gaelanmckeown@gmail.com



From: thomasysavannah=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Savannah Thomasy
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:40:19 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Savannah Thomasy
thomasysavannah@gmail.com



From: budaraju.janya=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Janya Budaraju
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:47:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Janya Budaraju
budaraju.janya@gmail.com



From: wcuriel22=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Wil Curiel
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:48:14 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Wil Curiel
wcuriel22@gmail.com



From: annarowland4shopoing=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anna Rowland
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:49:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Anna Rowland
annarowland4shopoing@gmail.com



From: emmap.hyndman=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emma Hyndman
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:54:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Emma Hyndman
emmap.hyndman@gmail.com



From: ericyuensutter=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Eric Sutter
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:01:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Eric Sutter
ericyuensutter@gmail.com



From: me=brionnudarosch.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Brian Rosch
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:05:41 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Brian Rosch
me@brionnudarosch.com



From: arnesh.nagavalli46=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Arnesh Nagavalli
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:06:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Arnesh Nagavalli
arnesh.nagavalli46@gmail.com



From: telleon=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Noelle Trinidad
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:07:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Noelle Trinidad
telleon@hotmail.com



From: leahedwinamartin=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Leah Martin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:14:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Leah Martin
leahedwinamartin@gmail.com



From: boblinder=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Robert Linder
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:16:17 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Robert Linder
boblinder@gmail.com



From: luca.nino=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Luca Antonucci
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:16:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Luca Antonucci
luca.nino@gmail.com



From: susanannlarsen=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Susan Larsen
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:17:02 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Susan Larsen
susanannlarsen@gmail.com



From: mcfarland.sean=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sean McFarland
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:17:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Sean McFarland
mcfarland.sean@gmail.com



From: ldeunert=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Laika Deunert
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:18:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Laika Deunert
ldeunert@gmail.com



From: Tr0n7=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of David Wajsfelner
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:19:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr David Wajsfelner
Tr0n7@hotmail.com



From: sweet.n.sowr=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Carrie Schell
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:19:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Carrie Schell
sweet.n.sowr@gmail.com



From: sebliss=sonic.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Sharon Bliss
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:20:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sharon Bliss
sebliss@sonic.net



From: airykarockefeller=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Airyka Rockefeller
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:20:59 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Airyka  Rockefeller
airykarockefeller@gmail.com



From: hartsell=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Trevor Hartsell
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:24:19 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Trevor Hartsell
hartsell@gmail.com



From: jbtrenter=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Josh Trenter
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:25:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Josh Trenter
jbtrenter@gmail.com



From: tinawxu=berkeley.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Tina Xu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:26:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Tina Xu
tinawxu@berkeley.edu



From: matthewtrygve=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Matthew Tung
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:28:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Matthew Tung
matthewtrygve@gmail.com



From: jeremy.wheat=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jeremy Wheat
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:31:28 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jeremy  Wheat
jeremy.wheat@gmail.com



From: Ze.Nathoo=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Zeman Nathoo
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:31:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Zeman  Nathoo
Ze.Nathoo@gmail.com



From: someguydota=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kris Kazlowski
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:33:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Kris Kazlowski
someguydota@gmail.com



From: ss@ssteuer.com
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Stefani, Catherine

(BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Mar, Gordon (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Fewer, Sandra
(BOS)

Subject: Police Commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:34:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors,
I am writing in support of Hillary Ronen’s urging all of you to vote NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy
Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed—because they are not advocates of police reform.

In this crucial time in our city, in our nation, we must focus support on candidates or policies that will fundamentally
change policing training, tactics, and policies.
These systemic changes need to start here and now.

Please vote NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.
Sincerely,
Sharon Steuer
Bernal, San Francisco
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From: sruthi.sivanandan=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sruthi Sivanandan
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:34:17 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sruthi Sivanandan
sruthi.sivanandan@gmail.com



From: azhang496=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Annie Zhang
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:35:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Annie Zhang
azhang496@gmail.com



From: kswalter=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Katie Walter
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:36:31 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Katie  Walter
kswalter@gmail.com



From: rachelakaye=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Rachel Kaye
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:38:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Rachel Kaye
rachelakaye@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Carrie Heeter
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Vote NO on/ withdraw the San Francisco Police Commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:39:32 AM

 

I support Supervisor Ronen's statement that we need the Mayor to
nominate commissioners with commitment, experience rooted in
justice advocacy, and real urgency to -- at the very least - implement
the 272 recommendations made by the US DOJ in 2016 in the wake
of police killings and the racist, homophobic texts that came to light. 

Supervisors, please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy
Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of
police reform.

Mayor Breed, please withdraw the nominees and find nominees who are
real advocates.  

Urgently,

Carrie Heeter, PhD
2467 Funston Avenue
San Francisco
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From: adrianarosesuarez=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Adriana Suarez
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:39:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Adriana Suarez
adrianarosesuarez@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Andrea Shepard
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Nominations to SF Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:40:31 AM

 

Supervisors

As we have watched and marched over these long days since the killing of George Floyd, it
has become increasingly clear that the people of San Francisco want a police department that
is committed to protecting all of us.  Getting from where we are to where we need to be will
require substantive police reform.  The Police Commission needs to play a leadership role in
that effort.  Geoffrey Gordon-Creed appears to lack the experience necessary to lead police
reform and Nancy Tung appears to want to protect the police rather than the public. 

I urge you to follow the lead of the nominating committee and reject both these candidates and
require that the Mayor nominate qualified people who can contribute to the reform we need.

Sincerely
-- 
Andrea Shepard
838 Diamond Street
San Francisco 94114

mailto:shepard.andrea@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: joan lefkowitz
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:41:30 AM

 

I’m writing to implore you to vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung
and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of police reform.  Now is
the time to withdraw these nominees and find nominees who are real advocates. 

I’ll be keeping an eye on each of your positions on this crucial vote. 

Thank you,
Joan Lefkowitz 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: charlottey707=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Charlotte Young
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:44:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Charlotte Young
charlottey707@gmail.com



From: jakespangle=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of William Spangle
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:45:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr William  Spangle
jakespangle@gmail.com



From: michealasgrant=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Micheala Grant
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:46:17 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Micheala Grant
michealasgrant@gmail.com



From: greercowan=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Greer Cowan
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:46:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Greer Cowan
greercowan@gmail.com



From: fata.maryteresa=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mary Fata
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:46:55 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY
GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Mary Fata
fata.maryteresa@gmail.com



From: desperatelyred=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Katherine Marshall
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:50:28 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Katherine Marshall
desperatelyred@gmail.com



From: amber=ogata.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Amber Ogata
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:51:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Amber Ogata
amber@ogata.net



From: aliblake222=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ali Blake
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:51:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Ali Blake
aliblake222@gmail.com



From: stephanieposert=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Stephanie Posert
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:51:29 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Stephanie Posert
stephanieposert@gmail.com



From: sophieschirmer8=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sophie Schirmer
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:55:02 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sophie Schirmer
sophieschirmer8@gmail.com



From: Jane Baker
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote no on Tung and Gordon-Creed for police commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:56:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please vote no on the nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. Instead we need people on the
commission who are COMMITTED to police reform.  We need police officers not police.
Please!
Jane Baker
4139 20th street
San Francisco

mailto:janeeeb@aol.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: nicolas=truelaurelsf.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nicolas Torres
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:56:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Nicolas Torres
nicolas@truelaurelsf.com



From: shoshana.r.obrien=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Shoshana O"Brien
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:57:36 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Shoshana O'Brien
shoshana.r.obrien@gmail.com



From: david=colpapress.com@dsasf.org on behalf of David Kasprzak
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:58:41 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr David Kasprzak
david@colpapress.com



From: kimacebo=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kimberley Arteche
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:58:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kimberley Arteche
kimacebo@gmail.com



From: nathan.velarde=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Nathan Velarde
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:59:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Nathan Velarde
nathan.velarde@ucsf.edu



From: megha.mehrotra=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Megha Mehrotra
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:03:38 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Dr. Megha Mehrotra
megha.mehrotra@ucsf.edu



From: jimsantos210=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jaime Santos
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:04:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jaime Santos
jimsantos210@gmail.com



From: lkjoudeh=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Layla Joudeh
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:05:12 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Layla Joudeh
lkjoudeh@gmail.com



From: sierra_l_peace=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sierra Peace
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:09:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sierra Peace
sierra_l_peace@yahoo.com



From: zsurmawala89=aol.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Zahir Surmawala
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:13:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Zahir Surmawala
zsurmawala89@aol.com



From: jwilkins=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jonathan Wilkins
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:13:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jonathan Wilkins
jwilkins@gmail.com



From: nathan.coss=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Nathan Coss
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:18:19 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Nathan Coss
nathan.coss@ucsf.edu



From: ginacargas=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Gina Cargas
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:19:29 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Gina Cargas

--
Ms Gina Cargas
ginacargas@gmail.com



From: joey.lew=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Joey Lew
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:21:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Joey Lew
joey.lew@ucsf.edu



From: Jean Amos
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:22:47 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

June 5, 2020

Attn:   Supervisors Sandra Lee Fewer, Catherine Stephani, Aaron Peskin, Gordon Mar, Dean Preston
                Matt Haney, Norman Yee, Rafael Mandelman, Hillary Ronan, Shamann Walton, Ahsha Safai

Dear Supervisors,

At a time when the gross misconduct of some policemen across the country has caused people of color to be
murdered for issues as innocent as jogging and carrying a possibly fake $20 I cannot believe you are nominating two
more commissioners who have no background or sincere work in civil liberty and rights.   In the face of a country
torn apart and demonstrating year after year for police to work WITH communities of color the least you could do
would be to nominate people with a demonstrated background in the issue.  Mind you, I am not blaming the SFPD
for the problems of the country.   But as a person who served on the Grand Jury and has kept in touch with others
who have also served we are almost to a person shocked at the attitudes of the Police Officers Association -
dismissive of civil rights, arrogant, absolutely out of touch with important issues other than protecting the jobs of the
SFPD no matter what.  There are many who have worked in the courts who DO understand how tragic the situation
is in this country and for you to confirm Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed at a time like this is turning a deaf
ear to the vast numbers who demand change.

Sincerely,

Jean Amos
538 Elizabeth St
San Francisco CA 94114
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From: Andrew S. Ross
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Cc: MandelmanStaff, [BOS]
Subject: Police Commission nominations
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:23:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

I agree with those Supervisors dissenting on Mayor Breed’s nominations and urge the full board to reject them. I
voted for Mayor Breed and remain a supporter, but these nominations are — given what is right in front of us — the
wrong time and the wrong place; unclear on the evolving concept.

Actually, I think she should withdraw them .

Andrew S. Ross
District 8

Sent from my iPad
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From: jill_e_rosenthal=hitmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jill Rosenthal
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:25:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jill Rosenthal
jill_e_rosenthal@hitmail.com



From: erin.feher=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Erin Feher
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:27:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Erin Feher
erin.feher@gmail.com



From: alexanderdor=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alexander Dorta
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:32:31 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Alexander Dorta
alexanderdor@gmail.com



From: katiefg=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kathryn Green
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:33:12 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kathryn Green
katiefg@gmail.com



From: bridgetmay=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of BRIDGET MAY
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:33:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms BRIDGET MAY
bridgetmay@gmail.com



From: abcyuen=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alexander Yuen
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:34:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Alexander Yuen
abcyuen@gmail.com



From: kurtis.wu=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kurtis Wu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:35:30 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Kurtis Wu
kurtis.wu@gmail.com



From: mackenzie.bohannon=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mackenzie Bohannon
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:37:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no record of engaging on
criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Mackenzie Bohannon
mackenzie.bohannon@gmail.com



From: radiallylaced=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mansur Nurullah
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:38:47 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Mansur Nurullah
radiallylaced@gmail.com



From: bennettamsmith=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Bennett Smith
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:40:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Bennett Smith
bennettamsmith@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Wendy Thurm
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote NO on Mayor Breed"s Police Commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:41:06 AM

 

To the Board of Supervisors:

I am a resident of San Francisco and I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the
nominations of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the San Francisco Police
Commission.  Neither Ms. Tung nor Mr. Gordon-Creed has the experience or the
stated committed to criminal justice reform and police reform that is so desperately
needed in our city at this perilous moment. 

Please encourage Mayor Breed to nominate candidates who have the education,
experience, and stated desire to work toward police reform.

Thank you.

Wendy Thurm
1590 9th Avenue
SF 94122
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From: nicoledboyd=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nicole Boyd
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:42:28 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Nicole Boyd
nicoledboyd@hotmail.com



From: kimklausner=comcast.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Mimi Klausner
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:43:53 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a 35-year San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Mimi Klausner
kimklausner@comcast.net



From: erikacagampan=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Erika Cagampan
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:45:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Erika Cagampan
erikacagampan@gmail.com



From: ra.tello2008=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Reina Loli-Tello
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:45:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Reina Loli-Tello
ra.tello2008@gmail.com



From: Robert Calhoun
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission Nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:45:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Members of the Board ofSupervisors:
     I am writing to urge you to vote no on the Mayor’s Police Commission nominees — Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed. They have no record of supporting police reform and one of them (Ms. Tung) has voted against
reform measures in the past.
Thank you.
     Sincerely
     Robert Calhoun

Sent from my iPad
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From: amyliu345=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Amy Liu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:45:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Amy Liu
amyliu345@gmail.com



From: kguhlig=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of karl uhlig
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:47:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident of 8 years and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS
OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms karl uhlig
kguhlig@hotmail.com



From: travis.serious=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Travis Manfredi
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:48:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Travis Manfredi
travis.serious@gmail.com



From: benjamin.jones=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Benjamin Jones
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:53:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a UCSF medical student and San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

Benjamin Jones
M.D. Candidate
UCSF Class of 2023
Program in Medical Education for the Urban Underserved

--
Mr Benjamin Jones
benjamin.jones@ucsf.edu



From: natalia=cjjc.org@dsasf.org on behalf of Natalia Patiño
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:58:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Natalia Patiño
natalia@cjjc.org



From: chiu.y.jason=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jason Chiu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:59:02 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jason Chiu
chiu.y.jason@gmail.com



From: kelseyeisen=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kelsey Eisen
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:03:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kelsey Eisen
kelseyeisen@gmail.com



From: yanika=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Yanika Schneider
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:03:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Yanika Schneider
yanika@gmail.com



From: christina.linden=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Christina Linden
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:03:23 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Christina Linden
christina.linden@gmail.com



From: meghanarao1=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Meghana Rao
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:04:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Meghana Rao
meghanarao1@gmail.com



From: gdmatthews522=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Grace Matthews
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:06:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Grace Matthews
gdmatthews522@gmail.com



From: jay.bindman=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Jay Bindman
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:06:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Jay Bindman
jay.bindman@ucsf.edu



From: anna8yu=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anna Yu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:06:29 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Anna Yu
anna8yu@gmail.com



From: lat008=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lee Trope
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:08:30 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lee Trope
lat008@gmail.com



From: tnyung=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Teresa Yung
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:08:44 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Teresa Yung
tnyung@gmail.com



From: sophie.goldman=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Sophie Goldman
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:11:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sophie Goldman
sophie.goldman@ucsf.edu



From: reinamshinohara=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Reina Shinohara
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:14:08 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Reina Shinohara
reinamshinohara@gmail.com



From: tamillah=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of tamilla mirzoyeva
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:24:10 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms tamilla mirzoyeva
tamillah@gmail.com



From: babaozhou123=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jessica Jin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:28:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jessica Jin
babaozhou123@gmail.com



From: brandeemarckmann=icloud.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Brandee Marckmann
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:39:22 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Brandee Marckmann
brandeemarckmann@icloud.com



From: alexandermesher=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alex Mesher
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:42:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Alex Mesher
alexandermesher@gmail.com



From: meganbrueger=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Megan Myall
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:44:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Megan Myall
meganbrueger@yahoo.com



From: davidbenzler=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of David Benzler
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:46:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr David Benzler
davidbenzler@hotmail.com



From: kamryn.sung=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kamryn Sung
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:51:53 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kamryn Sung
kamryn.sung@gmail.com



From: janjhsung=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jung Hyun Sung
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:52:30 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND
GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jung Hyun Sung
janjhsung@gmail.com



From: ben.vilmain=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Benjamin Vilmain
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:52:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Benjamin Vilmain
ben.vilmain@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Mary Ricci
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please vote NO for Mayor Breed"s Police Commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:52:54 AM

 

Hello,
I urge you to vote NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of police reform.
Thank you,
Mary Ricci
1509 25th Ave, 94122
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted 
sources.

From: Kilty Belt-Vahle
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Police Commissioner nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:53:55 AM

 

Dear Mayor Breed and Supervisors,

Please withdraw the nominees for Police Commission and find nominees who are 
real advocates for justice.
Please vote no on these nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.
They are not advocates of police reform.

Please nominate commissioners with commitment and experience rooted in justice 
advocacy. 
We need commissioners with a real urgency to implement the 272 recommendations 
made by the US DOJ in 2016 in the wake of police killings and the racist, homophobic 
texts that came to light. 

Thank you for your work,
Catherine Kilty Belt-Vahle
337 Coleridge st
SF, CA 94110
415-285-2012 h
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Riyaz Fazal
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: SF Police Commission Appointees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:00:18 PM

 

To SF Board of Supervisors,

I urge Mayor London Breed and the Board of Supervisor to appoint and approve members to
the SF Police Commision who have a proven record of support for the tough and
necessary reforms that have always been necessary and now are urgently required.  

The current nominees do not have this record. Please reject this nominees and appoint
members to the Police Commission who are able and willing to make the necessary tough
reforms.

-Riyaz Fazal
112 Precita Ave, San Francisco, CA 94110
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From: sophiedeixel=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sophie Deixel
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:00:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sophie Deixel
sophiedeixel@gmail.com



From: jiwon_85=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ji Min
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:01:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Ji Min
jiwon_85@hotmail.com



From: katherine.duh=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Katherine Duh
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:06:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Katherine Duh
katherine.duh@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Feifei
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: I oppose the nomination of Nancy Tung to the police commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:06:52 PM

 

Hi All,

I am a San Francisco resident and I learned about the nomination of Nancy Tung to the police
commission. I'm writing to urge you to please oppose this. I agree with the recommendation of
the Rules Committee to reject the nomination.

My views (echoed by many fellow San Francisco residents) are that we want San Francisco to
truly support its residents, protecting life above all else. To get there, we need accountability
and civilian oversight. I learned that Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have
taken away the police commission's ability to oversee taser use-of-force policy. A UCSF
Study found that deploying tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-
custody deaths. I was also disappointed to learn that Nancy Tung has repeatedly opposed
prosecuting police officers involved in shootings of San Francisco residents, that she wants to
keep San Francisco's Juvenile Hall open, and that she's accepted money from organizations
and individuals that condone racism and violence, like Ryan Crosby.

I hope you can extend your search to find better nominees who represent San Francisco
residents' values to update and improve our police policies to better protect life.

Feifei Xue
Glen Park Resident
94131
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From: lakyn.mayo=ucsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Lakyn Mayo
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:08:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and UCSF Medical Student and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to
OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE
COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
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about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lakyn Mayo
lakyn.mayo@ucsf.edu



From: chanlthai=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Chan Thai
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:11:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident (94114) and I am writing to you AGAIN to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Chan Thai
San Francisco, Ca 94114

--
Dr. Chan Thai
chanlthai@gmail.com



From: zab=fb.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Elizabeth Tseng
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:12:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Elizabeth Tseng
zab@fb.com



From: lilahussain=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lila Hussain
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:14:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lila Hussain
lilahussain@hotmail.com



From: cobrasamuel=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of grant samuel
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:16:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and traffics in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr grant samuel
cobrasamuel@gmail.com



From: elliefukui=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Elle Fukui
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:17:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Elle Fukui
elliefukui@gmail.com



From: anasonkin=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anastasia Sonkin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:17:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Anastasia  Sonkin
anasonkin@gmail.com



From: sjharris3815=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sarah Harris
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:25:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sarah Harris
sjharris3815@gmail.com



From: trollsf=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Scott Hewicker
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:36:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Scott  Hewicker
trollsf@hotmail.com



From: karenlee7799=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Karen Lee
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:51:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Karen Lee
karenlee7799@yahoo.com



From: meganmhall2=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Megan Hall
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 12:54:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Megan Hall
meganmhall2@gmail.com



From: gingerroot63=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Tom Anderson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:03:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Tom Anderson
gingerroot63@yahoo.com



From: steve.schnee=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Steven Goldberg
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:05:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Steven Goldberg
steve.schnee@gmail.com



From: Lisa Acree
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Please vote no on Tung and Gorden-Creed
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:06:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

This is my first time writing to you.  Thank you for your commitment and service.

I’ve been reading the news about Mayor Breed's nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gorden-Creed.  I’ve also read
Supervisor Ronan’s Statement.

I know it’s very easy for all of us to be reactionary during these emotional times, but I have to urge you to vote no
on these Police Commission nominees.

I’m sure they are good people with many strengths.  But it’s clear that police reform is not a strong point or interest
of either candidate.

We have to act very differently now - to save future lives and to keep our communities together.  Now is a moment
and an opportunity to stand up and show up in a different way, and I urge you to do that.

Respectfully and with gratitude,

Lisa Acree
SF resident, Potrero Hill
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From: maria_breaux=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Maria Breaux
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:13:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Maria Breaux
maria_breaux@hotmail.com



From: abbyruch=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Abigail Ruch
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:16:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Abigail Ruch
abbyruch@gmail.com



From: holly.furner=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Holly Furner
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:29:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Holly Furner
holly.furner@gmail.com



From: Helen Cohen
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Nominees for police commissioner
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:34:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear SF Board of Supervisors,

As an active, voting resident of San Francisco, I am writing to urge you to reject Mayor Breed’s nominations for SF
police commissioner. Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed do not have the qualifications and qualities we need
on the police commission to navigate this moment and move toward necessary reform in the police department.
Neither is an advocate of police reform and will not help us respond to the crisis we find ourselves in.

Please vote no and urge the Mayor to withdraw these nominees and find others who will advocate for reform and
move our fractured city forward.

Thank you,

Helen S. Cohen
District 8
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ivan Rhudick
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: SF Police Commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:36:44 PM

 

Mayor Breed and Supervisors,

The need for police reform in the United States has been shown in stark relief in these past few
weeks.  Shifts toward stronger police forces, in some cases to the point of militarization, as
well as a culture of self protection and silence within and among police departments has only
served to increase hostility between police and the communities they are meant to protect and
serve.

San Francisco has a well-deserved reputation as a progressive leader in the United States, and
we must live up to that standard in both our social and political culture. The nomination of
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the San Francisco Police Commission, the
organization that oversees police in our city, is tone-deaf, short sighted, and inappropriate.

Neither candidate has any record of working with any organization that advocates for police
reform.  Ms. Tung has been opposed to taking action against police involved in the shooting
deaths of Mario Woods and Jessica Williams, and Mr. Gordon-Creed seems to have little
understanding of law-enforcement issues.

Please deny their appointment to the SF Police Commission, and select candidates who are
fully qualified, and will support appropriate reform measures.

Thank you.

--
Ivan Rhudick
Ivan.Rhudick@gmail.com
510-414-4500
IvanEdits.com
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From: ananand7=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Aneesh Anand
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:54:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Aneesh Anand
ananand7@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Annette Sheaffer
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Recent nominees to the San Francisco Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:54:51 PM

 

I support Supervisor Ronen's statement regarding the nominees. We need nominees
with commitment and experience in justice advocacy.

Annette Sheaffer, O.P.
Dominican Sisters of San Rafael
2517 Pine Street, San Francisco, CA 94115
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From: riakall0=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ria Kalluri
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 1:57:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident.

On Monday, I asked my mom if she had ever felt safer because a police officer was present - she said no, she had
exclusively felt more unsafe.
Today, I walked past a group of police officers and felt scared so I took a few extra steps away from their path. I
wanted to raise my fist in the air as I continued to peacefully walk by  to silently communicate that just as 30,000
protestors are voicing their concerns to SFPD, I hope these police officers will voice their concerns to the SFPD and
advocate to decrease funding for tasers and weapons and jailing of POC, and to funnel that money towards black
and brown communities that have long called SF their home. But I didn’t - I was scared to.

We need a police commission with values that reflect the values of the people of SF & with a commitment to real
change; otherwise, there will always be fear, anger, and from now on, from the voices of my peers, the protests in
various forms will continue.
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed DO NOT reflect the values of the people of SF, and I strongly strongly
urge you to oppose these nominations and instead search for those who do reflect the values of the SF people.

As you know and as I have followed the news:
Public testimony has been by far against these nominees; we do not want these nominees. Again, we NEED
nominees that reflect SF values & are committed to real change.
Tung has taken many many positions completely out of line with SF people’s desires!
Gordon-Creed has no experience with criminal justice at all and no experience being a voice of communities!
* Tung supported giving TASERS to SFPD - even though the people are crying out - literally, during protests -
against more violent weapons! And UCSF studies have shown tasers lead to MORE violence, because police
overwhelmingly use them in situations where they should be deescalating! And Gordon-Creed has said nothing
about taser use!
* Tung supported Prop H - which would have stripped the commission of their ability to OVERSEE TASER USE!
Gordon-Creed took no position!
* Tung opposed PROSECUTING those officers involved in shootings!!! Have we still not heard the people’s cries
in the streets? Gordon-Creed has said nothing about the SFPD’s shootings!
* Tung will not support closing SF juvenile hall - even though the DOJ finds there to be HUMAN RIGHTS
ABUSES there! It is abusive and - in addition - much more expensive than community-cocreated justice practices!
Gordon-Creed has taken no positions of Juvenile Criminal Justice issues!
* Even though the SF people supported ending cash bail, which for no good reason leads to jailing poor people and
letting rich people go home - Tung opposed this change!

Gordon-Creed has no experience dealing with any of these issues and should clearly not be nominated.
And I don’t know why Tung opposes changes to help black and brown young and poor people in SF. I don’t know
why Tung supports weapons known to increase violence, less power to oversee violence, no prosecution when there
is violence. I have no idea why someone could be so out of touch with SF people. Perhaps it’s because she has
accepted and has close ties to the conservative POA and racist and sexist Ryan Crosby. Or maybe she thinks she is
in the right because she truly is that out of touch with SF people’s cries - again, literal cries in the streets - either
way, this clearly makes her an awful choice to nominate.
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Please please do not support these nominations.
Please please support nominations of people who actually want to take this moment as a wake up call to work
against violence and to move material support - funding - from the SFPD to the many many underfunded resources
for education and health of people in this city. These are CLEARLY the wrong nominees - and you will send a clear
message to the people if you support these nominees. Your message will be that dads and moms, parents, and
children should continue to live in fear, in anger, and should keep forever protesting, more and more, because there
is no one on their side in the SF government and especially the police commission. Please do better.

Pleading,
Ria

--
Ms Ria Kalluri
riakall0@gmail.com



From: hi=junelin.com@dsasf.org on behalf of June Lin-Arlow
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:09:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs June Lin-Arlow
hi@junelin.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Karen Jo Koonan
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:13:13 PM

 

 
Dear Supervisors:
 
As I long time SF resident and  voter, I am urging you to vote no on Police Commission nominees
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.  In this unprecedent time, we need commissioners who are
real advocates of police reform.  Please tell the Mayor to withdraw the nominees and find nominees
who are real advocates
 
Thank you,
Karen Jo Koonan
20 Quickstep Lane
San Francisco
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From: jenny.slafkosky=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jennifer Slafkosky
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:15:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jennifer Slafkosky
jenny.slafkosky@gmail.com



From: emily.y.gable=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emily Gable
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:16:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Emily Gable
emily.y.gable@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Heather Bornfeld
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Accountability
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:21:43 PM

 
This moment in an opportunity to nominate people to the SF Police Commission who are
committed to and have proven leadership in true policing reform.

Nancy Tung and Geoffery Gordon-Creed do not have demonstrated experience or records
advocating police and criminal justice reform and therefore are not appropriate appointees to
the police commission.

While they may be qualified individuals in other respects, this time calls for change and
reform. No one should be appointed to the police commission without demonstrated ability
and experience to promote the radical reform that policing needs.

Please do not support these candidates.

Respectfully,

Heather

mailto:hbornfeld@outlook.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: jennym_94114=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jenny Blizard
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:23:53 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jenny Blizard
jennym_94114@yahoo.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Tom Edminster
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: please reject Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung & Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:25:31 PM

 

dear members of the Board of Supervisors

I urge to  reject the Mayor's nominees to the San Francisco Police Commission:  Nancy Tung
& Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. Each may be public servants in some other capacity, but as
members of the Police Commission,  they are inadequate to the task of the necessary oversight
reforms at this point.

The Mayor needs to be encouraged to nominate commissioners with commitment, experience
rooted in justice advocacy, and to -- at the very least - implement the 272 recommendations
made by the US DOJ in 2016 in the wake of police killings and the racist, homophobic texts
that came to light. 

The Rules Committee has voted 2 to 1 against these nominees; and it is your responsibility to
encourage the Mayor to seek more appropriate candidates for the necessary tasks of police
reform in San Francisco at this time and in these times. 

Your job is not to rubber stamp the executive, but to encourage the best leadership from the
Mayor. Mayor Breed needs to look closely at candidates and seek those who will assist
improvements in practices so public safety in San Francisco reflects best practices, reductions
in police abuse of power and better relations with communities of color in San Francisco. 

Please review and consider the DOJ recommendations, the hearing and recommendations of
the Rules Committee majority, and seek better leadership from the Mayor. The Police
Commission is an important vehicle for effective public safety oversight and reform in San
Francis co.

I spent most of my working life in San Francisco, 6 of them in production (ABC Draperies and
Hills Brothers Coffee on Harrison & then Mariposa streets), and 27 of them in public
education as a para educator and as a classroom teacher. I worked at Balboa High School,
McAteer HS, Horace Mann Middle School, and 24 of those years teaching at Abraham
Lincoln High School. I am a second generation SF public school educator. Your consideration
and representation matters to the people of the city, particularly the historically excluded. And
due diligence requires at least a full hearing and discussion on public safety oversight,  NOT a
"rubber stamp" to Mayor Breed for two "less than satisfactory candidates" for the Police
Commission.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. I hope there is full debate on this matter. 

Sincerely

Tom Edminster

mailto:tedminster@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


-- 
Tom Edminster
Pacifica, CA 94044-3652
tedminster@gmail.com -

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
This communication and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, constitute an electronic communication within the scope of
the Electronic Communication Privacy Act, 18 USCA 2510.  This communication may contain non-public, confidential, or legally privileged
information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s).  The unlawful interception, use or disclosure of such information is strictly
prohibited under 18 USCA 2511 and any applicable laws.  If you are not the intended recipient, or have received this communication in error, please
notify the sender immediately by reply email or by telephone and delete all copies of this communication, including attachments, without reading them
or saving them to disk. Thank you.
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From: sara.aubrey.allen=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sara Allen
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:29:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sara Allen
sara.aubrey.allen@gmail.com



From: katrinasadang=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Katrina Sadang
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:32:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Katrina Sadang

--
Ms Katrina  Sadang
katrinasadang@gmail.com



From: htierney53=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Hannah Tierney
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 2:34:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Hannah Tierney
htierney53@gmail.com



From: austinwasiele=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Austin Wasielewski
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 3:01:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Austin Wasielewski
austinwasiele@gmail.com



From: danielwhitesemailaddress=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Daniel White
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 3:02:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Daniel White
danielwhitesemailaddress@gmail.com



From: louisvega=mac.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Louis Vega
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 3:04:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Louis Vega
louisvega@mac.com



From: e.dean.anderson=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Eric Anderson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 3:20:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Eric Anderson
e.dean.anderson@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Janet Lohr
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Don"t Confirm Tung and Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 3:34:40 PM

 

June 5, 2020

Attn:   Supervisors Sandra Lee Fewer, Catherine Stephani, Aaron Peskin, Gordon Mar, Dean
Preston
Matt Haney, Norman Yee, Rafael Mandelman, Hillary Ronan, Shamann Walton, Ahsha Safai

Dear Supervisors,

I am appalled at the choice of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed as police
commissioners.  Neither has shown the least respect for, or interest in, the rights of people
of color.  Our country is being torn apart by the raciscm of police.  You must select
commissioners who will hold our police accountable!

Janet Lohr
416 Holladay Ave.
San Francisco CA 94110

mailto:clayriver@earthlink.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: Gail Ludwig
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police commission nominations
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 3:41:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

The 2 recent names brought forward by Mayor Breed to serve on the police commission, respectfully are not going
to help our city move forward.  One has been against police reforms and the other appears to have no education or
commitment to reform.

We need Mayor Breed to nominate people with experience and conviction to justice advocacy and an commitment
to implement the 272 US  DOJ recommendations.

After the killings of Black people by cops and SFPDs racist and homophobic emails and texts were revealed in
2016, we have needed a overhaul of the Police Department oversight.

As a Lesbian parent of a transgender teen with a disability, I am frightened of how she will be treated and worry she
could be hurt or killed for her impulsivity and lack of response to shouted orders by police. However my fear for my
daughter pales in comparison to the fear Black and Brown people in SF have when interacting with the SFPD all the
time.

We need to move forward not backwards so I hope you reject the current nominees and strongly
 suggest Mayor Breed offers more qualified candidates who support our community’s commitment to social justice
and moving forward. Chesa Boudin would not have been elected as our DA, if SF wanted more of the same. Now is
the time to make a serious commitment to racial justice and ensure our city continues to be leader and values the
lives of all of our families.

GL
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Gail Ludwig
My Pronouns: She, Her

mailto:ludwigg@pacbell.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: aylamaria=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ayla Nereo
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:08:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Ayla Nereo
aylamaria@gmail.com



From: jenniferdaphne=netscape.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Jennifer Willis
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:10:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jennifer Willis
jenniferdaphne@netscape.net



From: jessestout=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jesse Stout
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:16:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

As a San Francisco resident, I am writing to you AGAIN to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS
OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

Please follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of hearings
& public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better reflect San
Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Prosecutor Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not
represent us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission:
he has no record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing
policies.

Former DA candidate Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE
COMMISSION OF THE POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian
oversight is what drove Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need
Commissioners who respect the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the
Commission. Gordon-Creed took no public position on Proposition H.

Inexplicably, NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE
OFFICERS, despite SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns,
they replace de-escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found
that deploying tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step
with the majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

Against popular sentiment, NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even
though the U.S. Department of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing
children in cages is 2,660% more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON
JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted
$500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT
AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that regularly condones heinous acts of police violence
and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money, Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to
hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like
tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will, too.

Though the policy has since changed, NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates
people on the basis of wealth and reinforces racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-
Creed has never written or spoken publicly about cash bail.
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Including during the Rules Committee hearing, Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE
OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING
NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL
TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement
depends on how accountable law enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-
Creed regarding the deadly shootings of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other
person killed by the SFPD.

Let me be clear: we NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department
they are supposed to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight
over the Police Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

The City and County of San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our
city and prioritize victim’s rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN
FRANCISCO’S CHINESE AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police
commission; MAYOR BREED, you must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and
who have demonstrated interest in and passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline.
Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY
GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE COMMISSION.

Respectfully,

--
Mr Jesse Stout
jessestout@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Emma Brenner-Bryant
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: Vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:21:04 PM

 

To Mayor Breed, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, and San Francisco Elected Officers:

My name is Emma Brenner-Bryant and I am an employee in San Francisco. I am writing to
urge you to vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-
Creed because they are not advocates of police reform. Mayor Breed, please withdraw these
nominees and find nominees who are real advocates for black and brown people in San
Francisco.

Sincerely,
Emma Brenner-Bryant

emmabrennerbryant@gmail.com

415-828-5268  
-- 
Emma Brenner-Bryant
Pronouns: she/her/hers (Learn more!)
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From: sylvie.n.lee=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sylvie Lee
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:21:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sylvie  Lee
sylvie.n.lee@gmail.com



From: jpfakeemail=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jake Poreda
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:29:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jake Poreda
jpfakeemail@gmail.com



From: timlugo=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Tim Lugo
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:36:22 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Tim Lugo
timlugo@gmail.com



From: michellermoir=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Michelle Moir
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:44:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

Michelle Moir

--
Ms Michelle Moir
michellermoir@gmail.com



From: alexa.riddle=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alexandra Riddle
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:44:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Alexandra Riddle
alexa.riddle@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: C Pincus
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: We don’t support these Police Commission nominations
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 4:51:54 PM

 


Hello, Board of Supes and Mayor Breed

I agree with those on the Board dissenting on Mayor Breed’s nominations and urge the full
board to reject them. 

These nominations are — especially given what is right in front of us in this moment — the
wrong time and the wrong place.

Mayor Breed, I urge you to withdraw them. 

Thank you. 

Caroline Pincus
415.516.6206
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From: sanfranciscojoejoe=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Joe Meschede
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 5:06:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Joe Meschede
sanfranciscojoejoe@gmail.com



From: MIRAMIROS=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of EDNA RAIA
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 5:08:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident of 15 years and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS
OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

Now more than ever, we need police reform and these two appointees are not ideal right now. They don't have a
track record of being on the side of citizens and from what I have seen, have not stood up against excessive police
force or the Black Lives Matter movement. In fact, Nancy Tung, specifically, has called for more police arms. We
need LESS.
We need a complete overhaul of this system. The police training needs to be different. The offices that oversee the
police department need to be more hands on. The punishments must be taken more seriously. I do not trust either of
these candidates to get any of these jobs done.

If you give either of these people power in this department, I guarantee you these protests and riots will not end.
Thanks,
Edna

--
Miss EDNA RAIA
MIRAMIROS@GMAIL.COM
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From: heyaden=berkeley.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Heather Yaden
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 5:24:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

Now is a moment when we need to be extremely careful about our actions as they relate to police and law
enforcement. It is essential that there is public trust in our appointments and that we defund and divest from SFPD. I
am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY
TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
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racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Heather Yaden
heyaden@berkeley.edu



From: jonathan.polin=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of JP Polin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 5:38:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. JP Polin
jonathan.polin@gmail.com



From: jason.selfe=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jason Selfe
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 5:56:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jason Selfe
jason.selfe@gmail.com



From: narmssimon=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nancy Arms Simin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 6:16:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Nancy Arms Simin
narmssimon@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Anu Lingappa
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission Nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 6:29:43 PM

 

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors, 
 
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the current nominees to the Police Commission, Nancy Tung
and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. 

We need commissioners with commitment, experience rooted in justice advocacy, and real urgency to -- at
the very least - implement the 272 recommendations made by the US DOJ in 2016 in the wake of police
killings and the racist, homophobic texts that came to light. The current nominees do not have past actions
which indicate they will take seriously the need for police reform. This is unacceptable, in light of recent
events across the country and in memory of Alex Niento, Mario Woods, and Luis Gongora Pat who were all
murdered by the SFPD with no accountability.

 
Thank you,
Anuradha Lingappa
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From: yojeffrey11=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jeffrey Levita
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 6:38:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jeffrey Levita
yojeffrey11@yahoo.com



From: melprest=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mel Prest
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 6:39:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Mel Prest

--
Ms Mel Prest
melprest@gmail.com



From: vscott=artic.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Victoria Scott
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 6:47:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Victoria  Scott
vscott@artic.edu



From: babyburrito=sonic.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Christa Irwin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 6:49:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Christa Irwin
babyburrito@sonic.net



From: akleindolph=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Andrew Kleindolph
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:02:02 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Andrew Kleindolph
akleindolph@gmail.com



From: andysimionas=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Andrew Simionas
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:17:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Andrew Simionas
andysimionas@gmail.com



From: marthastodd=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Martha Stoddard
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 7:41:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is unqualified for the position given his history of defending officers and his lack of
experience engaging with criminal justice issues or representing communities impacted by policing. As a result, we
know nothing about his nomination and the Mayor’s office has declined to respond to immediate disclosure
Sunshine requests for more information.

Nancy Tung supports giving tasers to San Francisco police officers if she deems there to be enough “trust restored”.
Tasers would worsen relations with communities of color and vulnerable groups such as the homeless and mentally
ill, upon whom tasers would be disproportionately used.
One UCSF study of California police and sheriff departments found the rate of in-custody sudden deaths involving
non-lethal force increased 640% in the first full year of Taser deployment compared with the previous year.
I oppose Nancy Tung for the Police Commission because her priorities run contrary to our community’s values: just
two years ago, San Franciscans voted overwhelmingly against Proposition H, which would have given police tasers.
Nancy Tung supported Prop H, which not only would have given police tasers, but would have stripped the Police
Commission of its power to regulate those weapons. We need Police Commissioners that actually respect the
Commission!
Studies show that police departments equipped with Taser do not show a reduction in the use of lethal force. Tasers
aren’t replacing guns, they’re being used in addition to, and more broadly than, guns.
With all the recent abuses of the Police Department, we need Police Commissioners who will hold officers
accountable, not give them more tools to perpetrate violence on our neighbors. Please vote no on Nancy Tung.
Nancy Tung opposes closing San Francisco’s juvenile hall, even though it is an appalling institution where children
have been abused for decades.
The US Department of Justice investigation of San Francisco’s Juvenile Hall found frequent arbitrary use of solitary
confinement to punish children, and denying bathroom access, and refusing to let kids use phones to contact their
families for weeks or even months.
It costs the city $266k a year to house a child in a cage. Restorative justice diversion costs $10k. The recidivism rate
for the juvenile legal system is 53%, while it’s just 13% for those going through restorative justice diversion. Caging
children isn’t just inhumane and expensive, it also doesn’t work.

--
Ms Martha Stoddard
marthastodd@gmail.com
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From: toorenomis=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Simone Root
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:16:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Simone  Root
toorenomis@yahoo.com



From: datta.emon=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emon Datta
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:20:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Emon Datta
datta.emon@gmail.com



From: yin.leena=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Leena Yin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:23:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Leena Yin
yin.leena@gmail.com



From: abelfuaau=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of ABEL FUAAU
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:27:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr ABEL FUAAU
abelfuaau@gmail.com



From: Henry Carges
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Concerns about police commission appointments
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:43:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the current nominees to the police commission, Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed.

We need commissioners with commitment, experience rooted in justice advocacy, and real urgency to--at the very
least--implement the 272 recommendations made by the US DoJ in 2016 in the wake of police killings and the
racist, homophobic texts that came to light. The current nominees do not have past actions that indicate they will
take the need for police reform seriously. This is unacceptable, in light of recent events across the country, and in
memory of Alex Niento, Mario Woods, and Luis Gongora Pat who were all murdered by the SFPD with no
accountability.

Without serious police reform, the blood of the inevitable future victims of police murder will be on your hands.
You too, intern reading this email. The time is now. Act.

Thank you,
Henry Carges
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Roderick Kiracofe
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:45:12 PM

 

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,

I strongly urge you to vote NO on Police Commission nominees
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are not
advocates of police reform.

Now is the time for San Francisco to take the lead to institute real
change for police reform and the criminal justice system.

Thank you for considering my request,

Roderick Kiracofe

-- 
Roderick Kiracofe

1407 Dolores Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
415-404-8292 cell
roderick.kiracofe@gmail.com

roderickkiracofe.com
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From: sdelucchi13=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sara Delucchi
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 8:54:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Sara Delucchi

--
Ms Sara Delucchi
sdelucchi13@gmail.com



From: asmetaniuk91=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alex Smetaniuk
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:27:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

Please follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of hearings
& public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better reflect San
Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Regards,
Alex

--
Ms Alex  Smetaniuk
asmetaniuk91@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: alexstrnrsinclair@gmail.com
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: In regards to current nominees to the Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:39:21 PM

 

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,
 
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the current nominees to the Police Commission, Nancy Tung
and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.
 
We need commissioners with commitment, experience rooted in justice advocacy, and real urgency
to, at the very least, implement the 272 recommendations made by the US DOJ in 2016 in the wake
of police killings and the racist, homophobic texts that came to light. The current nominees do not
have past actions which indicate that they will take seriously the need for police reform. This is
unacceptable, in light of recent events across the country and in memory of Alex Niento, Mario
Woods, and Luis Gongora Pat who were all murdered by the SFPD with no accountability.
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Sinclair
San Francisco native
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:alexstrnrsinclair@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: joshuadroma=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Joshua Roma
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:44:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Joshua Roma
joshuadroma@gmail.com



From: adonahue14=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Andrew Donahue
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:45:25 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Andrew Donahue
adonahue14@gmail.com



From: mythai13=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of My Le Thai
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:58:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms My Le Thai
mythai13@gmail.com



From: mhwtomars=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mike Wilson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:11:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Mike Wilson
mhwtomars@gmail.com



From: john.c.steele.jr=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Chris Steele
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:12:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Chris Steele
john.c.steele.jr@gmail.com



From: jeffrey.tratner=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jeffrey Tratner
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:19:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

Seriously we need police reform and we need a kinder system for protecting our communities. These are *not* the
people to do it!

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.
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NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jeffrey Tratner
jeffrey.tratner@gmail.com



From: sarajhundt=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sara Hundt
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:20:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a Bay area resident I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG
AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Sara Hundt

--
Ms Sara Hundt
sarajhundt@gmail.com



From: chyip321=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Chris Yip
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:23:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Chris Yip
chyip321@gmail.com



From: alexlcombs=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alex Combs
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:32:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Alex Combs
alexlcombs@gmail.com



From: hogyapayar=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Moazzam Sheikh
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:35:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Moazzam Sheikh
hogyapayar@gmail.com



From: atrinabelda=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of anna Belda
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:36:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms anna Belda
atrinabelda@gmail.com



From: jeanyaste=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jean Yaste
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:41:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Jean Yaste
SF resident for 13 years

--
Ms Jean Yaste
jeanyaste@gmail.com



From: mlswimmergirl=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mei Li Isaacson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:46:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Mei Li Isaacson
mlswimmergirl@gmail.com



From: ritahamad=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Rita Hamad
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:53:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident (Norman Yee's district, zip 94127) and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE
THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE
COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
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about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Rita Hamad
Norman Yee's district, zip 94127

--
Dr. Rita Hamad
ritahamad@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Bill Milestone
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission Nominees
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:11:59 PM

 

Drar Supervisors,

I am writing to recommend that you vote no on both police commission nominees Nancy
Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.  Neither candidate has shown actual interest in police
reform. In view of the current public attention on this important issue, surely San Francisco
can do better. 
Thank you for your careful consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

William Milestone

326 Willard North
San Francisco, 94118
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From: delg139=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Garrett Dellios
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:12:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Garrett Dellios
delg139@gmail.com



From: kyle.virgien=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kyle Virgien
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:27:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a Bay Area resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY
TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Kyle Virgien
kyle.virgien@gmail.com



From: salmattos=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sal Mattos
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:29:53 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Sal Mattos
salmattos@gmail.com



From: lemlykate=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kate Lemly
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:32:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kate Lemly
lemlykate@gmail.com



From: n.candito=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nicolas Candito
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:50:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Nicolas Candito
n.candito@gmail.com



From: caroline.portante=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Caroline Portante
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:23:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Caroline Portante
caroline.portante@gmail.com



From: muchael=wigglevicycles.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Muchael Penza
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:36:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Muchael Penza
muchael@wigglevicycles.com



From: trainrose=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of B. Collene Stout
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:38:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms B. Collene Stout
trainrose@gmail.com



From: ahkuo31=gmail.co@dsasf.org on behalf of Angela Kuo
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:56:34 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Angela Kuo
ahkuo31@gmail.co



From: jazzymotto=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jude Allard
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:49:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Jude Allard
jazzymotto@gmail.com



From: asmith=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alexander Smith
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 4:58:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Alexander Smith
asmith@gmail.com



From: phillipmaisel=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Phillip Maisel
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:56:50 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Phillip Maisel
phillipmaisel@gmail.com



From: gtemko2=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Giovanna LaChance
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:09:35 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY
GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Giovanna LaChance
gtemko2@gmail.com



From: divadice=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ashley Reynolds
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:24:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Ashley Reynolds
divadice@gmail.com



From: brynnabolt95=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Brynna Bolt
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:05:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Brynna Bolt
brynnabolt95@gmail.com



From: kbsmith33=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kathleen Mascarenhas
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:39:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kathleen Mascarenhas
kbsmith33@yahoo.com



From: celikkristal=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kristal Çelik
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:42:44 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kristal Çelik
celikkristal@gmail.com



From: matthewwaldbillig=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Matthew Waldbillig
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:51:14 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Matthew Waldbillig

--
Mr Matthew Waldbillig
matthewwaldbillig@gmail.com



From: alina.celik=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alina Celik
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:55:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Alina Celik
alina.celik@hotmail.com



From: joanna.catherine.lee=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Joanna Lee
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:55:35 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Joanna Lee
joanna.catherine.lee@gmail.com



From: jackwackus=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jack Connor
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:15:42 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jack Connor
jackwackus@gmail.com



From: hughgerstein=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Hugh Gerstein
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:18:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Hugh Gerstein
hughgerstein@gmail.com



From: john.fuetsch=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of John Fuetsch
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:22:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr John Fuetsch
john.fuetsch@gmail.com



From: bella.yousif=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Urbella Yousif
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:28:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

We’ll be watching this and your election.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
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racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Urbella Yousif
bella.yousif@gmail.com



From: badgersharon=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sharon Badger
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:34:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sharon Badger
badgersharon@yahoo.com



From: carolinerodriguez89=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Caroline Rodriguez
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:40:30 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Caroline Rodriguez
carolinerodriguez89@gmail.com



From: amyfarahweiss=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Amy Farah Weiss
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:51:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.
San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Amy Farah Weiss
amyfarahweiss@gmail.com
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From: ertyler23=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Eliana Marcus-Tyler
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:58:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Eliana Marcus-Tyler
ertyler23@gmail.com



From: Frankieseysrelax=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Frankie Burton
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:58:29 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. Frankie Burton
Frankieseysrelax@gmail.com



From: immiavu=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mia Vu
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:05:31 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Mia Vu
immiavu@gmail.com



From: Jakedhill=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jake Hill
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:13:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jake Hill
Jakedhill@gmail.com



From: yelizaveta.k=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Elizabeth Kuznetsov
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:15:13 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Elizabeth Kuznetsov
yelizaveta.k@gmail.com



From: amtheg5=icloud.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anne-Marie Soltero
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:16:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco native and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY
TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Anne-Marie Soltero
amtheg5@icloud.com



From: crystaliaherman=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Crystal Hermann
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:16:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Crystal Hermann

--
Ms Crystal Hermann
crystaliaherman@hotmail.com



From: lamatkateb=gmail.con@dsasf.org on behalf of Lamat Kateb
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:31:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lamat Kateb
lamatkateb@gmail.con



From: antidogmatist=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Antonio Roman-alcala
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:32:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Antonio Roman-alcala
antidogmatist@gmail.com



From: mir.wood=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Miriam Pokharel-Wood
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:35:21 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident living in Outer Richmond and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Miriam Pokharel-Wood
mir.wood@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Sandra Schwartz
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: vote NO on Policie commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:40:28 AM

 

Dear Supervisor,
Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. 
The nation is convulsing with the need for police reform and accountability.  It is essential that
true reform policies are instituted and implemented.  These two nominees are not long-term
advocates of police reform.  They may be fine civic-minded people, but now is not the time
for business as usual it is the time to find people who are committed to real reform and real
change.
Thank you!
Sandra Schwartz
574 9th Ave.
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From: dcpreciousroy=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of David Cohen
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:49:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
David

--
Ms David Cohen
dcpreciousroy@gmail.com



From: sneko=sbcglobal.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Beth Thew
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:52:32 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Beth Thew
sneko@sbcglobal.net



From: diddnola=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of David Hunt
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:55:48 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms David  Hunt
diddnola@gmail.com



From: leshumpf=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kom Siksamat
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:55:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Kom Siksamat
leshumpf@gmail.com



From: sergey.d.stavisky=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sergey Stavisky
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:19:40 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

Dear Supervisors,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to oppose nominating Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed to the Police Commission.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. The residents of San
Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire
for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies. We need
commissioners who will actively work to make our city safer and more just, through difficult but necessary police
reforms.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.
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NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We need civilian Police Commissioners who are independent from the Police Department they are supposed to
monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

Thank you,
Sergey

--
Dr. Sergey Stavisky
sergey.d.stavisky@gmail.com



From: lpmramos=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Liana Ramos
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:20:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Liana Ramos
lpmramos@yahoo.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: gabriel shevener
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote no on Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:37:48 AM

 

As a citizen and voter in San Francisco, I urge you to vote NO on confirming nominees Nancy
Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the Police Commission.

We need citizen representatives on the Commission who will address the militarization, lack
of accountability, and inappropriate use of the police force in our city. Find candidates who
represent the black, brown, trans, queer, disabled, unhoused, mentally ill, addicted, and poor
people in our community, and hold our police force accountable for their violence towards
these citizens of our city.

Do better. Look harder. Listen to us.

Thank you,
Gabriel Shevener 

mailto:gshevener@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sarabethrubin=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sara Bissell Rubin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:38:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Sara Bissell Rubin
sarabethrubin@gmail.com



From: alexmarkovits1=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alexander Markovits
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:41:28 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Alexander Markovits
alexmarkovits1@gmail.com



From: iheartspam33=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anthony Nguyen
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:44:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Anthony  Nguyen
iheartspam33@gmail.com



From: scott_bowles=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Scott Bowles
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:50:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Scott Bowles
scott_bowles@hotmail.com



From: elisabethcutler=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of elisabeth cutler
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:58:18 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms elisabeth cutler
elisabethcutler@gmail.com



From: brassthimbles=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Isabelle Le
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:22:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Isabelle Le
brassthimbles@gmail.com



From: shawndawild=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Shawnda Bolon-Wilde
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:25:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco area resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Shawnda Bolon-Wilde
shawndawild@yahoo.com



From: miagut=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mia Gutfreund
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:26:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Mia Gutfreund
miagut@gmail.com



From: Margot.wampler=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Margot Wampler
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:27:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Margot  Wampler
Margot.wampler@gmail.com



From: melomania138=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Melissa Greer
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:33:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Melissa Greer
melomania138@gmail.com



From: anastasiashannongg=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anastasia Shannon
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:45:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Anastasia Shannon
anastasiashannongg@gmail.com



From: jeremy4cal=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jeremy Strang
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:48:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jeremy Strang
jeremy4cal@gmail.com



From: handloff=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Harmon Handloff
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:55:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Harmon Handloff
handloff@gmail.com



From: kaabinator=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Justin Kander
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 12:58:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

Justin Kander

--
Mr Justin Kander
kaabinator@gmail.com



From: lilysunflower=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lily Sun
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 1:20:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lily  Sun
lilysunflower@hotmail.com



From: shoheiburns=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Shohei Burns
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 1:34:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Shohei Burns
shoheiburns@gmail.com



From: klaukee=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kelly Lau-Kee
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 1:54:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you again to strongly urge you to oppose the nominations of
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the police commission.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kelly Lau-Kee
klaukee@gmail.com



From: henryclaycarter=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Henry Carter
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 1:57:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Henry Carter
henryclaycarter@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Alexis Hoffman
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission Nominees
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 1:58:13 PM

 

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors, 
 
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the current nominees to the Police
Commission, Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. 

We need commissioners with commitment, experience rooted in justice advocacy,
and real urgency to -- at the very least - implement the 272 recommendations made
by the US DOJ in 2016 in the wake of police killings and the racist, homophobic texts
that came to light. The current nominees do not have past actions which indicate they
will take seriously the need for police reform. This is unacceptable, in light of recent
events across the country and in memory of Alex Nieto, Mario Woods, and Luis
Gongora Pat who were all murdered by the SFPD with no accountability.
 
Thank you,
Alexis Hoffman
J.D. Candidate, Class of 2022
UC Hastings College of the Law
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
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From: wicks.helen=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Helen Wicks
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 1:59:22 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Helen Wicks
wicks.helen@gmail.com



From: zarahsf=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Zarah Gamaldi
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:02:02 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a born and raised San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Zarah Gamaldi
zarahsf@yahoo.com



From: aral131=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nancy Hernandez
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:16:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Nancy Hernandez
aral131@gmail.com



From: Linden Murphy
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Tuesdays Vote
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:18:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Board of Supervisors,
I urge you to vote NO on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are
not advocates of police reform, and tell the Mayor to withdraw the nominees and find nominees who are real
advocates.  Speak your heart, this is the time.
Concerned citizen,
Linden Murphy

Sent from my iPad

mailto:lindendesign22@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Bob Prentice
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police commission nominees
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:33:23 PM

 

We write to implore you not to approve Mayor Breed’s nomination of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed to the Police Commission.  The activism that has emerged after the police killings of
George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, as only the most recent examples of long-term systemic racism,
have raised fundamental questions about the purpose and form of law enforcement.  This broad
social movement, not just locally but nationally and internationally, should be the basis from which
nominees for the Police Commission are chosen.  Please insist that the Mayor withdraw her
nominations and work with the Board of Supervisors and community groups to nominate people
who are better prepared to take on the enormous challenge and opportunity we are facing now. 
Thank you.
Bob Prentice
Jill Stanton
San Francisco

mailto:bob.prentice@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: mactechs=me.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Peter Menchini
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:44:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Peter Menchini
mactechs@me.com



From: MICHELLE.CUTLER=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Minh-Lan Cutler
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:51:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Minh-Lan Cutler
MICHELLE.CUTLER@GMAIL.COM



From: dan=cradleofthesun.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Daniel Gamaldi
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:53:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Daniel  Gamaldi
dan@cradleofthesun.com



From: luciaarrocha=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lucía Arrocha
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:54:25 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lucía Arrocha
luciaarrocha@gmail.com



From: inickkohler1=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nick Kohler
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 2:57:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Nick Kohler
inickkohler1@gmail.com



From: colin.odonnell=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Colin O"Donnell
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:01:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Colin O'Donnell
colin.odonnell@gmail.com



From: vincom2=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Vincent Huang
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:03:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Vincent Huang
vincom2@gmail.com



From: shayne.chocolate=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Shayne Erwin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:03:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Shayne Erwin
shayne.chocolate@gmail.com



From: kyle=kylefleming.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Kyle Fleming
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:19:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Kyle Fleming
kyle@kylefleming.net



From: kkeelloo=yahoo.com.tw@dsasf.org on behalf of Chu-Chun Tao
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:19:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Chu-Chun Tao
kkeelloo@yahoo.com.tw



From: info=lancebarrera.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lance Barrera
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:22:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Lance Barrera
info@lancebarrera.com



From: stellastark9=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Stella Stark
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:24:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Stella Stark
stellastark9@gmail.com



From: maryna.cherkashyna=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Maryna Cherkashyna
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:40:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Maryna Cherkashyna
maryna.cherkashyna@gmail.com



From: marcusstoesz=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Marcus Stoesz
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:52:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Marcus Stoesz
marcusstoesz@gmail.com



From: maxinehamilton25=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Maxine Hamilton
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 3:53:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Maxine Hamilton
maxinehamilton25@yahoo.com



From: kphannon=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kathleen Bryan
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 4:03:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kathleen Bryan
kphannon@gmail.com



From: hiya.swanhuyser=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Hiya Swanhuyser
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 4:11:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Hiya Swanhuyser
hiya.swanhuyser@gmail.com



From: contactamy=obenski.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Amy Obenski
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 4:34:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Amy Obenski
contactamy@obenski.net



From: sophia.sanborn=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sophia Sanborn
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:21:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sophia Sanborn
sophia.sanborn@gmail.com



From: gspencergeller=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Grace Geller
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:25:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Grace Geller
gspencergeller@gmail.com



From: hannah.m.skelton=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Hannah Skelton
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:31:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Hannah

--
Ms Hannah Skelton
hannah.m.skelton@gmail.com



From: debbs.ly=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Debbie Ly
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:43:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Debbie Ly
debbs.ly@gmail.com



From: soulthrum=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Todd Murdock
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:50:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Todd Murdock
soulthrum@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Alan Fisher
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: appointments to sf police commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:54:42 PM

 

Dear members of the board of supervisors
This is a turning point for your leadership for our city and for those who look to San Francisco
as a leader in progressive policies and actions. We have seen people around the world support
more progressive forms of policing after george floyd and others have been killed by police
without cause.  I support Supervisor Ronen's statement that we need the board of supervisors
to nominate commissioners with commitment, experience rooted in justice advocacy, and real
urgency to -- at the very least - implement the 272 recommendations made by the US DOJ in
2016 in the wake of police killings and the racist, homophobic texts that came to light.   Please
continue your positive leadership of our city.
thanks
-- 
alan fisher
cell ph: 415-710-1741
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: My T. Chang
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please Vote no on Police Commission Nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:04:45 PM

 

Dear Supervisors, 

Please consider voting no on the appointments of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to
the San Francisco Police Commission. As a resident of San Francisco, I would love to see
Police Commission members who are strong advocates of reform, including those made by the
DOJ in 2016. 

My T. Chang
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From: queenalanna7=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alanna Bush
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:33:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Alanna Bush
queenalanna7@gmail.com



From: justine=ideo.org@dsasf.org on behalf of Justine Sun
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:41:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Justine Sun
justine@ideo.org



From: lyndahirose=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lynda Hirose
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:45:06 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lynda Hirose
lyndahirose@gmail.com



From: tmvonflandrich=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Theresa Flandrich
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:52:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Theresa Flandrich
tmvonflandrich@gmail.com



From: Valjones54=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Valerie Jones
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:56:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Valerie  Jones
Valjones54@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Martha Keller
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: San Francisco Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:56:10 PM

 

San Francisco Supervisors:

Enough!  Please withdraw San Francisco Police Commission nominees
Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed and post-haste find nominees who
are real advocates
 committed, active and effective in shaping political reform.  

In this time of crisis, it is imperative that the people of San Francisco have
Police Commissioners who have clear track records and who are ready to
turn our Police Department around and address the deep racism within the
force and its policies.  

Martha Keller
5400 Fulton #204
SF 94121
District 1
415 902-8130
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From: joanfodor=sbcglobal.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Joan Fodor
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:00:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Joan Fodor
joanfodor@sbcglobal.net



From: carladeasy=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Carla Deasy
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:06:08 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Carla Deasy
carladeasy@gmail.com



From: lesksmith=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Leslie Smith
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:14:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Leslie Smith
lesksmith@gmail.com



From: allegra.heathstout=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Allegra Heath-Stout
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:15:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I have family members in San Francisco, and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS
OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Allegra Heath-Stout
allegra.heathstout@gmail.com



From: ycstah=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Scott Cuyjet
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:26:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Scott  Cuyjet
ycstah@gmail.com



From: Francesca.romana.ira=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Francesca Ira
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:51:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Francesca

--
Ms Francesca Ira
Francesca.romana.ira@gmail.com



From: npaven=earthlink.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Nathalie Paven
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:59:53 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Nathalie Paven
npaven@earthlink.net



From: epic=fadersolo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Scott McDowell
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:09:03 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Scott McDowell
epic@fadersolo.com



From: palolu=sbcglobal.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Paloma Lucas
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:10:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Paloma Lucas
palolu@sbcglobal.net



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Alex Hom
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote No to Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:11:45 PM

 

Hello Supervisors,

I'm writing to you to please vote note on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, as these two are not advocates of police reform. If we want to
actually see meaningful change, we need the right people in leadership to help us get there.

Best Regards,
Alex Hom

mailto:aah015@bucknell.edu
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Jean Colvin
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission members
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:19:00 PM

 
Members: Board of Supervisors:

Neither Nancy Tung nor Geoffrey Gordon-Creed have the kind of commitment to police reform that is
urgently needed in SF.                                                                            They should NOT be approved for
the Police Commission.

Jean Colvin
President, The Share Fund
2976 Clay St
SF 94115

mailto:jeancolvin@hotmail.com
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From: caroldb2001=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Carol DiBenedetto
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 8:44:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Carol DiBenedetto
caroldb2001@yahoo.com



From: rc.erick01=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Rachel Erickson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:05:25 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco District 4 resident living on 35th Ave at Irving and I am writing to strongly urge you to
OPPOSE the NOMINATIONS of NANCY TUNG and GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED to the POLICE
COMMISSION.

I especially wanted to reach out to you in the context of the national discussion of policing amid the ongoing killing
of innocent people by police. It is clear that as an institution, policing is built on white supremacy and lacks the
ability to provide safety or compassionate support for our city. San Francisco needs to invest in housing and support
services that will help people while divesting funding from policing and to do that we need a Police Commission
that will hold the police accountable and not increase their scope or potential brutality. For the following reasons I
strongly urge you to oppose the nominations of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed:

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
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regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Rachel

--
Ms Rachel Erickson
rc.erick01@gmail.com



From: mollyesun=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Molly Sun
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:07:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Molly Sun
mollyesun@gmail.com



From: kelsie.anne.fons=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kelsie Fons
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:32:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kelsie Fons
kelsie.anne.fons@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: LowerMyBills
To: Calvillo, Angela (BOS)
Subject: Cut your mortgage term in HALF – switch to a 15 year mortgage
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:34:05 PM
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From: andrew=andrew-scudder.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Andrew Scudder
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:37:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Andrew Scudder
andrew@andrew-scudder.com



From: chris.seymour=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Chris Seymour
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:40:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Chris Seymour
chris.seymour@gmail.com



From: Laura Chinn-Smoot
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commissioners nominee
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 9:56:32 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board of Supervisors,

First thank you for your service to our city.
I am writing to ask you to take the time to review the Police Commissioner nominees.
I think in light of this week’s traumatic news, we will desperately need commissioners who are ready to make
serious reforms.
Nancy Tung and Gordon Creed do not seem ready for the challenge of a new era. They have not shown that they are
ready for police reforms so desperately needed at this time.

Thank you,
Laura Chinn-Smoot
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From: hawkins=letterboxes.org@dsasf.org on behalf of Mitzi Hawkins
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:22:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Mitzi Hawkins
hawkins@letterboxes.org



From: khlipsett=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kara Lipsett
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:24:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kara Lipsett
khlipsett@gmail.com



From: gl382=cornell.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Geneva Lee
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:44:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND
GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and traffics in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Geneva Lee
gl382@cornell.edu



From: toshio.meronek=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Gregory Meronek
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:05:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident of the Civic Center, and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Gregory Meronek
toshio.meronek@gmail.com



From: whidbeyanne=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Annie Beust
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:17:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Annie Beust
whidbeyanne@hotmail.com



From: connie1560=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Connie Yip
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:27:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Connie Yip
connie1560@gmail.com



From: heyniki3=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nikita Maheshwari
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:41:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Nikita Maheshwari
heyniki3@gmail.com



From: zareenrc=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Zareen Choudhury
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:23:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Zareen Choudhury

--
Ms Zareen Choudhury
zareenrc@gmail.com



From: langenk=sfusd.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Kyla Langen
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:31:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Kyla

--
Ms Kyla Langen
langenk@sfusd.edu



From: justinxiao137=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Justin Xiao
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:37:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Justin Xiao
justinxiao137@gmail.com



From: jsaleslee=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jade Sales-Lee
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:39:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jade Sales-Lee
jsaleslee@gmail.com



From: mrladen=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Marie-Eve Laden
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:14:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Dr. Marie-Eve Laden
mrladen@gmail.com



From: cheriemie=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Cherie Lockwood
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:02:20 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Cherie Lockwood
cheriemie@gmail.com



From: mayafinlay=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Maya Finlay
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:34:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Maya Finlay
mayafinlay@gmail.com



From: Sandeeppbhuta=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sandeep Bhuta
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:38:27 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Sandeep Bhuta
Sandeeppbhuta@gmail.com



From: themaxwechsler=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Max Wechsler
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:36:48 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Max Wechsler
themaxwechsler@gmail.com



From: jrjorichardson=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Joanna Richardson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:45:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Joanna Richardson
jrjorichardson@gmail.com



From: 2goefft=comcast.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Hanna Goefft
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:48:59 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Hanna Goefft
2goefft@comcast.net



From: nicholasroco=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nick Roco
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:49:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Nick Roco
nicholasroco@gmail.com



From: Diane Breivis
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: No on Tung and Gordon Creed
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:55:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please be mindful of your choices for the police commission. Find good people with experience and vision as to
how he process must change. We need people who are real advocates for serious police reform.
This is such an important time to make some real changes in the criminal justice system. Start here and now. I have
volunteered at CJ 5 for the last five years and it has really woken me up to the racism inherent in our system.
Thank you for doing your job,
Diane Breivis
San Francisco

Sent from my iPad

mailto:dbreivis@earthlink.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Jim-Pamela
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:02:55 AM

 

Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed because they are not advocates of police
reform. 

Jim Thurston 

mailto:jim-pamela-sf@comcast.net
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


From: sagarikagami=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sagarika Gami
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:11:55 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

mailto:sagarikagami=gmail.com@dsasf.org
mailto:sagarikagami@gmail.com
mailto:bos-supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:bos-legislative_aides@sfgov.org
mailto:london.breed@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0df5ee7239e24de093b8dd2f48151c01-Kanishka Bu


Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sagarika Gami
sagarikagami@gmail.com



From: oliviafrs=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Olivia Farias
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:13:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Miss Olivia Farias
oliviafrs@gmail.com



From: ltdavisesq=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Landon Davis
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:44:55 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I work in San Francisco and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS
OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Landon  Davis
ltdavisesq@gmail.com



From: spalle=umich.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Sneha Palle
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:54:57 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Sneha Palle

--
Ms Sneha Palle
spalle@umich.edu



From: alex.ryan.randall=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alex Randall
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:58:11 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Alex Randall
alex.ryan.randall@gmail.com



From: brian.soucek=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Brian Soucek
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:05:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

Dear Supervisors,

I am a San Francisco resident who lives in District 5 and I urge you to oppose the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed to the Police Commission.

I knew Ms. Tung but not Mr. Gordon-Creed before this. But having now researched their records, past positions,
and experience (or in Mr. Gordon-Creed's case, inexperience on these issues), I feel strongly that neither nominee is
what the Police Commission needs right now.

As I'm sure you're aware, "[o]nly 40 of 272 federal reform recommendations made in 2016 have been completed,
Nancy Beninati, the state Deputy Attorney General supervising the reform effort, wrote in a March letter to Police
Chief Bill Scott." (https://missionlocal.org/2020/06/rules-committee-rejects-mayor-breeds-moderate-nominees-to-
the-police-commission). We desperately need to find people who are committed to police reform and have
experience working for it. Neither of these nominees do. SF can and must do better.

Please vote against these nominees and force Mayor Breed to look for agents of genuine change in the police
department.

Thank you,
Brian Soucek

--
Dr. Brian Soucek
brian.soucek@gmail.com
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From: erindenny95=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Erin Denny
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:35:26 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Erin Denny
erindenny95@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Michelle Hecht
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Please vote NO on the Police Commission Nominees
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:41:32 AM

 

Dear Supervisors: 

I urge you to vote no on the two persons nominated to the Police Commission, Nancy Tung
and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.  These appear to be 2 bright, good people, but NOT the people
we need right now. They have not demonstrated the interest or expertise to lead the change
that needs to happen for police reform in our city.  

I urge you to select two different nominees, similarly bright and good. Two nominees who
have demonstrated their interest and connection to the communities most impacted by
problematic policing, and their commitment to improving our police department and
implementing the US DOJ recommendations. 

I have read about the rules committee hearings, and I especially appreciated Gordon Mar's
thoughtful insights and support around this issue, as well as Hilary Ronen's leadership. 

Please know- I have lived in SF since 1991.  I am a white woman, and have worked to support
persons with disabilities my whole life. Many of my clients have unusual, harmless behaviors
that are often misinterpreted by others as threatening, and they are at high risk for abuse by
others and the police.  I am deeply committed to equality for all.  And I have watched with
sadness over the years as my neighbors- of color, with disabilities, with other disadvantage-
 have had their rights violated. I am done watching. 

Respectfully yours-
Michelle Hecht
Bernal Heights 
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From: silva.josemanuel1=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jose-Manuel Silva
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:54:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
-Jose-Manuel Silva

--
Mr Jose-Manuel Silva
silva.josemanuel1@gmail.com



From: emmakayemccune=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emma McCune
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:01:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Emma McCune
emmakayemccune@gmail.com



From: helenyanglee=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Helen Lee
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:23:13 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Franciscan, born and raised, and an SF educator currently residing in the Richmond. I am writing to
strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED
TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
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about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Helen Lee

--
Ms Helen Lee
helenyanglee@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ariel Jew
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Haney, Matt (BOS)
Subject: From a Constituent - Please vote NO on Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:27:24 AM

 

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,

I am a lifelong San Francisco resident currently residing in SOMA. I am writing to urge you to
vote NO on the current nominees to the Police Commission, Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed.

We need commissioners with commitment and experience rooted in justice advocacy. We
need commissioners with real urgency to - at the very least - implement the 272
recommendations made by the US DOJ in the 2015 wake of police killings and the racist,
homophobic texts that came to light. The current nominees do not have past actions which
indicate they will take the need for police reform seriously. This is unacceptable in light of
recent events across the nation, but also in memory of Alex Nieto, Mario Woods, and Luis
Gongora Pat who were all murdered by SFPD with no accountability.

Thank you,

Ariel J
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From: Amy Hecht
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: nominations of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:27:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Mayor Breed and the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco;

     I am a San Francisco resident and I urge Mayor Breed to withdraw Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed as
nominees for the SF Police Commission and I urge the Board of Supervisors to vote “no” and oppose their
nominations.  They are not the people we need in this position.  We need advocates of police reform, people with
experience and commitment to racial justice, people with commitment to police reform and police accountability. 
Their histories and responses reveal that they do not meet the countries and this city’s current and overdue need.
Please withdraw their nominations and/ or vote no and show that you will make meaningful changes.

Sincerely,
Amy Hecht
of San Francisco
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From: jessicraige=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jessica Shikman
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:39:49 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Jessica Shikman
jessicraige@gmail.com



From: mgibsonsf=mac.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Mark Gibson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:08:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Mark Gibson
mgibsonsf@mac.com



From: Arielle.bryn=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Arielle Chapin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:20:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Arielle Chapin
Arielle.bryn@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Mary Boyle
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: VOTE NO ON POLICE COMMISSION NOMINEES TUNG AND GORDON-CREED
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:23:16 PM

 

As a 40-year resident of San Francisco, I urge you to vote no on Police
Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. They have in
no way shown themselves to be advocates of police reform which is urgently needed
in San Francisco.
 
There are many other highly qualified candidates in San Francisco to choose from
with solid experience working for police reform and social justice.
 
It is clear from the thousands of Bay Area residents protesting this past week that
citizens will no longer tolerate the status quo. The Mayor’s nominees represent just
that: business as usual. They must not be allowed to serve on the Police
Commission.
 
Now is the time for San Francisco to show leadership on this vital issue. Please
demonstrate your commitment to positive change by bringing qualified candidates to
the Police Commission.
 
Thank you,
 
Mary Boyle
District 11
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From: mckenna.steere=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of McKenna Steere
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:25:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms McKenna Steere
mckenna.steere@gmail.com



From: cioffreda=me.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Chris Ioffreda
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:37:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Chris Ioffreda
cioffreda@me.com



From: nancyfromrb=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nancy Reyes Mullins
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:53:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Nancy Reyes Mullins
nancyfromrb@yahoo.com



From: susank3456=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sarah Khalife
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:58:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sarah Khalife
susank3456@yahoo.com



From: sarah.bernstein421=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sarah Bernstein
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:18:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Sarah

--
Ms Sarah Bernstein
sarah.bernstein421@gmail.com



From: reed.befus=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Reed Befus
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:19:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Reed Befus

--
Mr Reed Befus
reed.befus@gmail.com



From: colebrise=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of cn brisebois
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:21:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mx. cn brisebois
colebrise@gmail.com



From: heymegan28=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of megan london
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:23:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms megan london
heymegan28@gmail.com



From: johndarguelles=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of John Arguelles
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:26:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr John Arguelles
johndarguelles@gmail.com



From: Michael Fine
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Nominations of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:31:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Mayor Breed and the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco;

I am a San Francisco resident and have been one for over thirty years.  I urge Mayor Breed to withdraw Nancy Tung
and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed as nominees for the SF Police Commission and I urge the Board of Supervisors to
oppose their nominations.  They are not the people we need in this position.  We need commissioners with a serious
commitment to police reform, police accountability, and advocates of racial justice.  Their histories and expressed
positions reveal that they do not meet the country's and this city’s current and overdue need.

Please withdraw their nominations and/or vote no, and select commissioners who will make meaningful changes.

Sincerely,
Michael Fine
of San Francisco
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From: emer.shiang=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emerson Shiang
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:32:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Emerson  Shiang
emer.shiang@gmail.com



From: in_the_amazon333=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Megan Alvarado
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:35:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Miss Megan Alvarado
in_the_amazon333@yahoo.com



From: katmparker9=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kathryn Parker
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:42:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kathryn Parker
katmparker9@gmail.com



From: premikapandian=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Premika Pandian
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:43:25 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Premika Pandian
premikapandian@gmail.com



From: Bellalisa9380=sbcglobal.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Lisa Marie Lewis Lyman
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:45:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lisa Marie  Lewis Lyman
Bellalisa9380@sbcglobal.net



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Joan Schoonover
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:57:56 PM

 

Dear Mayor Breed and the Board,

Please vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed. 
San Francisco need to look at policing in a whole new way.

Thank you,

Joan Schoonover
18 Elsie St
SF 94110
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From: bmswanson=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Benjamin Swanson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:59:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Benjamin Swanson
bmswanson@gmail.com



From: bmswanson=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Benjamin Swanson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:00:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Benjamin Swanson
bmswanson@gmail.com



From: pagescster=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sarah Page
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:06:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sarah Page
pagescster@gmail.com



From: Shaneizykowski=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Shane Izykowski
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:36:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Shane Izykowski
Shaneizykowski@gmail.com



From: galaxy.j=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of galaxy mudda
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:37:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms galaxy mudda
galaxy.j@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Mary Scheib
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: No on police commission nominees
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:43:52 PM

 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 
I am an SF voter in 94131.
I urge you to vote noon Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-
Creed.  They are not advocates of needed police reform. Urge Mayor Breed to withdraw these
nominees and find nominees who are real advocates. 

Sincerely 

Mary Scheib 
970 Duncan #106
SF 94131

When you do things from your soul, you feel a river moving in you, a joy.
Jalaluddin Rumi

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Please be aware that using email does not ensure 
confidentiality, as it transmits over the internet through a non-encrypted system.  
This e-mail transmission, including any attachments to it, may contain 
confidential information or protected health information subject to privacy 
regulations such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996 (HIPAA). This transmission is intended only for the use of the recipient(s) 
named above If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for 
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in this 
transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission 
in error, please immediately notify me by reply e-mail and destroy the original 
transmission in its entirety without saving it in any manner.
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From: rabbady94=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ramy Abbady
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:58:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Ramy Abbady
rabbady94@gmail.com



From: renukaagarwal83=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Renuka Agarwal
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:59:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Renuka Agarwal
renukaagarwal83@gmail.com



From: tabbuckner=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Tab Buckner
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:13:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Tab Buckner
tabbuckner@yahoo.com



From: jdzeier=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Josh Zeier
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:19:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Josh Zeier
jdzeier@gmail.com



From: jwmaynard=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of John Maynard
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:22:48 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr John Maynard
jwmaynard@yahoo.com



From: aj.abito=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Amanda Abito
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:34:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Amanda Abito
aj.abito@gmail.com



From: tibet.sprague=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Tibet Sprague
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:35:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Tibet Sprague
tibet.sprague@gmail.com



From: cblowdon=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Cat Lowdon
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:45:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Cat Lowdon
cblowdon@gmail.com



From: cvperry=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Christina Villaseñor Perry
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:46:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Christina Villaseñor Perry
cvperry@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Leslie Roffman
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Vote No on Police Commission nominees
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:47:23 PM

 

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am urging you to to vote no on Police Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed. They are not advocates of police reform, and, surely we would all agree that in
this moment, advocates with a strong background, support of and vision for police reform is
what is needed.

Thank you,
Leslie Roffman
San Francisco

-- 
Leslie Roffman
leslier@littleschool.org
415-265-1584
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From: nmorris3=mail.ccsf.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Natalie Champion
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:47:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Natalie  Champion
nmorris3@mail.ccsf.edu



From: owllamode=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lisa van Wambeck
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:47:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lisa van Wambeck
owllamode@gmail.com



From: yeeaahh27=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Angie Jin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:48:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Angie Jin
yeeaahh27@gmail.com



From: taleeni=aim.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Tea Alexander
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:56:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident who attends police commission meetings, and I am writing to strongly urge you to
OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE
COMMISSION.

Please, I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. I personally
watched and listened to 7 hours of hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the
nominations of Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they
demand nominees who better reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real
change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
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racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.

Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Tea Alexander
taleeni@aim.com



From: alicia.pompei=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alicia Pompei
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 3:59:22 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Alicia Pompei
alicia.pompei@gmail.com



From: jeannecrawford=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jeanne Crawford
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:00:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jeanne Crawford
jeannecrawford@gmail.com



From: helend413=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Helen Davis
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:08:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Helen Davis
helend413@hotmail.com



From: ominomine=comcast.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Naomi Meyerson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:09:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Naomi  Meyerson
ominomine@comcast.net



From: kelise.irvine=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kaitlyn Irvine
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:24:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kaitlyn Irvine
kelise.irvine@gmail.com



From: sadie.sabot=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Rahula Janowski
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:30:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

Rahula Janowski
West Portal

--
Mx. Rahula Janowski
sadie.sabot@gmail.com



From: kimnoreen=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kim Anderson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:39:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mrs Kim Anderson
kimnoreen@gmail.com



From: teresa.fabbricino11=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of TERESA FABBRICINO
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 4:53:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,
Teresa Fabbricino

--
Ms TERESA FABBRICINO
teresa.fabbricino11@gmail.com



From: slapshoe=sbcglobal.net@dsasf.org on behalf of Leonard Tremmel
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:06:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Leonard Tremmel
slapshoe@sbcglobal.net



From: emmyline.sun=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emmeline Sun
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:15:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Emmeline Sun
emmyline.sun@gmail.com



From: jordan.a.mcdonald=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jordan McDonald
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:19:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Jordan McDonald
jordan.a.mcdonald@gmail.com



From: lteinhorn=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Brette Howard
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:22:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Brette Howard
lteinhorn@yahoo.com



From: seaguinaga=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Sophia Aguinaga
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:25:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Sophia  Aguinaga
seaguinaga@yahoo.com



From: jamiespiral55=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jamie Sheldon
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:30:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jamie Sheldon
jamiespiral55@yahoo.com



From: tjsessa=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of tara sessa
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:36:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms tara sessa
tjsessa@gmail.com



From: lmunizsf=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Laurel Muniz
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:44:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Laurel Muniz
lmunizsf@gmail.com



From: createdbyanna=hotmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anna Schoenberger
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:57:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Anna Schoenberger
createdbyanna@hotmail.com



From: Elizabeth.halifax=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Elizabeth Halifax
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:09:02 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Dr. Elizabeth Halifax
Elizabeth.halifax@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Louise Nayer
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: No on Tung and Gordon-Creed
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:10:33 PM

 

TO: Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org
 
SUBJECT: VOTE NO ON POLICE COMMISSION NOMINEES TUNG AND GORDON-CREED
 
Dear Supervisor,
 
As a 40-year resident of San Francisco, I urge you to vote no on Police
Commission nominees Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed.They have in no
way shown themselves to be advocates of police reform which is urgently needed in
San Francisco.
 
There are many highly qualified candidates in San Francisco to choose from with
solid experience working for police reform and social justice.
 
It is clear from the thousands of Bay Area residents protesting this past week that
citizens will no longer tolerate the status quo. The Mayor’s nominees represent just
that: business as usual. They must not be allowed to serve on the Police
Commission.
 
Now is the time for San Francisco to show leadership on this vital issue. Please
demonstrate your commitment to positive change by bringing qualified candidates to
the Police Commission. 
 
Thank you,
Louise Nayer
Louise Nayer | Author |www.louisenayer.com 
Follow Me on Twitter: @lnayer1
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An Oprah Magazine Great Read
Burned: A Memoir is available at Barnes & Noble and AMAZON

Poised for Retirement is available at indiebound.org and AMAZON 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/burned-louise-nayer/1100873455
https://www.amazon.com/Burned-Memoir-Louise-Nayer/dp/1421837609
http://indiebound.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Poised-Retirement-Moving-Anxiety-Zen/dp/1942094396/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1493257422&sr=8-1&keywords=poised+for+retirement


From: katherinewigle=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Katherine Wigle
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:13:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Miss Katherine Wigle
katherinewigle@gmail.com



From: lynette.betancur=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Lynette Betancur
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:33:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Lynette  Betancur
lynette.betancur@yahoo.com



From: mckenziebetancur14=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of McKenzie Betancur
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:33:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms McKenzie Betancur
mckenziebetancur14@gmail.com



From: macevebo=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Veronique Fourment
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:40:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Veronique Fourment
macevebo@gmail.com



From: anjanavakil=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Anjana Vakil
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:40:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Anjana Vakil
anjanavakil@gmail.com



From: gonzalezlane=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Ana Gonzalez-Lane
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:51:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Ana Gonzalez-Lane
gonzalezlane@gmail.com



From: atkinser=umich.edu@dsasf.org on behalf of Eli Atkins
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:53:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Eli Atkins
atkinser@umich.edu



From: witstok=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jaclyn Witstok
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 6:54:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jaclyn Witstok
witstok@yahoo.com



From: willwork4tacos=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Marisol Ramirez
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:01:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Marisol Ramirez
willwork4tacos@gmail.com



From: julissa.velasquez902=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Julissa Velasquez
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:02:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

Julissa Velasquez

--
Ms Julissa  Velasquez
julissa.velasquez902@gmail.com



From: clrosenbaum2002=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of C R
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:02:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

I agree 100% with the content of this email.

Thank you,
Carrie Rosenbaum

--
Ms C R
clrosenbaum2002@yahoo.com



From: claire.mcdonnell=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Claire McDonnell
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:05:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Claire McDonnell
claire.mcdonnell@gmail.com



From: slochner=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Naomi Lochner
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:09:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Naomi Lochner
slochner@yahoo.com



From: jmichaelmatlock.75=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Joshua Matlock
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:12:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Joshua Matlock
jmichaelmatlock.75@gmail.com



From: lovgrowth=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Cora Lochner
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:12:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Cora Lochner
lovgrowth@gmail.com



From: andinelson=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Andrea Nelson
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:13:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Andrea Nelson
andinelson@gmail.com



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Phyllis Shulman, Ph. D., MFT
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Police Commission appointments.
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:13:46 PM

 

As a local psychotherapist who treats a diverse population of children and families, I am
acutely aware of the impact of racism especially as it relates to a basic sense of safety, a
confidence that one's human rights will not be violated by those who are tasked with
protection.  

I, therefore, urge you to vote against Mayor Breed's nominees to the Police Commission,
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed and Nancy Tung.  We need to find commissioners that uphold the
highest values of civic society and seek to reform the SFPD.

Very truly yours,
Phyllis Shulman, Ph.D., MFT
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From: lmcleod99=googlemail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Laura Mcleod
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:18:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Laura Mcleod
lmcleod99@googlemail.com



From: apflaum=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Alison Pflaum
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:27:22 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Alison Pflaum
apflaum@gmail.com



From: jeremybn=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Jeremy Bannon- Neches
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 7:30:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Jeremy Bannon- Neches
jeremybn@yahoo.com



From: ewalker415=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Emily Walker
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:12:45 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Emily Walker
ewalker415@gmail.com



From: ericmsandoval=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Eric Sandoval
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission (II)
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:17:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to you AGAIN to  strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE
NOMINATIONS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Eric Sandoval
ericmsandoval@gmail.com



From: darsenian=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Diana Arsenian
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:20:04 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Diana Arsenian
darsenian@gmail.com



From: lgsplace=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Laura Goldin
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:27:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Laura Goldin
lgsplace@gmail.com



From: hayley=vanta.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Hayley Burns
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:36:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Hayley Burns
hayley@vanta.com



From: kwandawn=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Dawn Kwan
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:40:26 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Dawn Kwan
kwandawn@gmail.com



From: rq.m.silva=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Raquel Silva
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:47:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Raquel Silva
rq.m.silva@gmail.com



From: christophercrittendon5=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Christopher Crittendon
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:57:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Mr Christopher Crittendon
christophercrittendon5@gmail.com



From: fabulistmagic=yahoo.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Nomvula O’Meara
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:05:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Nomvula O’Meara
fabulistmagic@yahoo.com



From: kelcclaire=gmail.com@dsasf.org on behalf of Kelsey Buerstetta
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:07:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms Kelsey  Buerstetta
kelcclaire@gmail.com



From: r00t99=fastmail.fm@dsasf.org on behalf of monica leavitt
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Breed, London (MYR); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Cc: Young, Victor (BOS); Karunaratne, Kanishka (MYR)
Subject: Please OPPOSE Nancy Tung and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed for Police Commission
Date: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:18:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Breed,

I am a San Francisco resident and I am writing to strongly urge you to OPPOSE THE NOMINATIONS OF
NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION.

I urge you to follow the recommendation of the Rules Committee to reject these nominees. Following 7 hours of
hearings & public testimony, the vast majority of which was in opposition to the nominations of Nancy Tung and
Geoffrey Gordon-Creed, the residents of San Francisco have made it clear that they demand nominees who better
reflect San Francisco values as well as a desire for police accountability and real change.

Nancy Tung has taken positions contrary to the views and values of most San Franciscans and should not represent
us on the Police Commission. Geoffrey Gordon-Creed is not qualified to serve on the Police Commission: he has no
record of engaging on criminal justice issues or of representing communities impacted by policing policies.

Nancy Tung supported Proposition H, which would have STRIPPED THE POLICE COMMISSION OF THE
POWER TO OVERSEE TASER USE-OF-FORCE POLICY. This neutering of civilian oversight is what drove
Chief Scott and many other public safety leaders to oppose the proposition. We need Commissioners who respect
the Police Commission, not people who support legislation to undermine the Commission. Gordon-Creed took no
public position on Proposition H.

NANCY TUNG CONTINUES TO SUPPORT GIVING TASER WEAPONS TO SF POLICE OFFICERS, despite
SF voters overwhelmingly rejecting deadly Taser weapons in 2018. Tasers do not replace guns, they replace de-
escalation tactics; they are used in addition to and more broadly than guns. A UCSF Study found that deploying
tasers in California cities INCREASED use of force and in-custody deaths. Nancy Tung is out of step with the
majority of San Franciscans on adding yet another deadly weapon to our streets. A google search for Geoffrey
Gordon-Creed “taser” reveals no results.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSES CLOSING SAN FRANCISCO’S JUVENILE HALL, even though the U.S. Department
of Justice has documented human rights abuses at San Francisco’s facility. Housing children in cages is 2,660%
more expensive than utilizing restorative justice approaches. We need Police Commissioners who recognize that
children don’t belong in cages. GORDON-CREED HAS NO RECORD ON JUVENILE LAW ISSUES and no
published position on closing Juvenile Hall.

As a candidate for District Attorney, Nancy Tung ACCEPTED MONEY FROM THE POLARIZING AND
CONSERVATIVE POA. She even accepted $500 from RYAN CROSBY, WHOSE EXTREME RACIAL AND
GENDER BIAS RESULTED IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY. The POA is a far-right organization that
regularly condones heinous acts of police violence and trafficks in racist fear-mongering. By accepting their money,
Tung made clear that she can NEVER be trusted to hold SFPD officers ACCOUNTABLE. The POA DOES NOT
REFLECT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES like tolerance, compassion, and diversity, but I do, and I hope you will,
too.

NANCY TUNG OPPOSED ENDING CASH BAIL, which incarcerates people on the basis of wealth and reinforces
racial disparities in San Francisco’s criminal justice system. Gordon-Creed has never written or spoken publicly
about cash bail.
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Nancy Tung has repeatedly OPPOSED PROSECUTING POLICE OFFICERS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN
SHOOTINGS of San Francisco residents to date. AS WE’RE SEEING NOW IN MINNEAPOLIS, FAILING TO
HOLD LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABLE IS DETRIMENTAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY. We need Police
Commissioners who recognize that a community’s trust in law enforcement depends on how accountable law
enforcement is to the community. There are no public statements from Gordon-Creed regarding the deadly shootings
of Mario Woods, Luis-Gongora Pat, Alex Nieto, Jessica Williams or any other person killed by the SFPD.

We NEED civilian Police Commissioners who are INDEPENDENT from the Police Department they are supposed
to monitor. We need Police Commissioners who will exercise meaningful independent oversight over the Police
Department, especially with respect to disciplinary action.

San Francisco deserves Police Commissioners who not only represent the diversity of our city and prioritize victim’s
rights, but can also serve as an independent check on the police department. SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINESE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY DESERVES REPRESENTATION on the police commission; MAYOR BREED, you
must nominate people who REPRESENT SAN FRANCISCO VALUES, and who have demonstrated interest in and
passion for setting police policy and overseeing police discipline. Supervisors, I URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON
THE APPOINTMENTS OF NANCY TUNG AND GEOFFREY GORDON-CREED TO THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE COMMISSION.

Thank you,

--
Ms monica leavitt
r00t99@fastmail.fm
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